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AREA Approximately 22.64 Square Miles
l<< > ADS Approximately 70.24 Miles of Road
POPULATION Approximately 6.665
INCORPORATED 1759
CHURCHES Three, representing three denominations




STATE SENATOR, 15TH SENATORIAL DISTRICT Sylvia Larsen




UNITED STATES SENATORS Judd Gregg
Bob Smith
UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE Charlie Bass
ANNUAL ELECTION 2nd Tuesday in March
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING Saturday following election
ABOUT THE COVER
The Pembroke Town Library will proudly celebrate 100 years of service in 1997. The first library was
located in Henry Knox's tailor shop on Glass Street, Suncook Village, with Mr. Knox serving as librarian,
and 426 books on the shelves. In 1923, the library was moved next door, and had over 3,470 volumes and
a circulation of over 12,000. During early years there were also two library branches in town - on Pembroke
Street and Pembroke Hill. In 1941, the library was moved to a storefront on Main Street in the village, and
in 198 1 . it was relocated to the Marston house on Pembroke Street, property owned by the Pembroke School
District, which was leased to the library trustee for $1.00.
Five librarians have served the library in the 100 years, with Ginny Batchelder. Pembroke's Citizen of the
Year in 1985, serving 50 years. The present library has outgrown its facility, with over 14.000 volumes on
its shelves. In addition to the inter-library loan program, current newspapers/magazines, up-to-date
encyclopedias, and audio-visual materials, it also provides computer, fax and copier sen ices. Throughout
the year, numerous programs are presented for Pembroke citizens of all ages. The librarian and trustees are
planning special events for the centennial celebration.
Information provided by Marilyn Ross
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1996
CHARLES F. WHITTEMORE
Town Officials, Boards, Committees & Commissions
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Meetings: Mondays, 7:00 p.m.
Gerald R. Belanger 1997
JohnB.Goff 1998
A nnand "Tom" Martel 1999
David L. Stack, Town Administrator
ASSESSOR
Donald Dollard. CRA, CNHA
Isabelle Racine, Assistant Assessor
PLANNING AND LAND USE
Michael Toepfer, Director
John Freeman, Code Enforcement Officer
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Richard Chase. Chief
John Theuner, Asst. Chief
Harold Paulsen, Dep. Chief
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS





Elaine A. Couturier. Deputy
TAX COLLECTOR
Nancy B. Clifford, CTC
Isabelle Racine, Deputy
TREASURER
Jane P. Bates 1997
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
Larry W. Young. Sr.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Henry Malo, Road Agent
Mike Baum, Foreman
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Thomas F. Iverson. Jr., Chief
Wayne Cheney. Deputy Chief
RECREATION COMMISSION
Rose Galligan, Chair 1999





Howard Robinson, Chair 1998
William Stanley. Vice Chair 1998
James Garvin 1997
Arthur H. Fowler 1999
Kenneth A. Fowler 1999
MODERATOR




Dr. Vincent E. Greco, Health Officer
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Marilyn Ross, Chair 1999
ElsieBrison 1997




SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Voter Registration
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Mon. - Fri. & 5 - 7 p.m. Thurs.
Barbara Payne, Chair 2002
Celeste Borgman 1998
Roland Young. Jr. 2000
Town Officials, Boards, Committees & Commissions
ROADS COMMISSION WATER COMMISSION
Floyd Smith , Chair 1997 Helen Petit, Chair 2001
Oscar Plourde 1999 Michael Bobblis 2000
Thomas Dyke 1998 Maurice Lavoie 1999
Alt. Maurice Lavoie 1999 William Stanley 1997
Richard Kelsea, Planning Board Rep. Edward Laval lee 1997
Henry Malo, Road Agent
BUDGET COMMITTEE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
David Freeman-Woolpert, Chair 1999 COMMITTEE
Steven Daviault 1999 Michael Duffy, Chair 1998
Regina Baxter 1999 Marie Ayles, Vice-Chair 1997
DarylBorgman 1998 Robert Baxter 1999
Kenneth Plourde 1998 Geoffrey J. Kennedy 1 999
AnneDavey 1998 Patricia Laughlin 1999
Jacqueline Thompson 1997 Thomas Hebert 1998
James Van Nest 1997 Barbara Lewis 1998
Michael Duffy 1997 Joseph Brigham 1997
Gerard Fleury, School Board Rep. John Goff, Selectmen's Rep.
Gerald Belanger, Selectmen's Rep. Normand Provencher, Planning Board
Brenda Merrill, Recording Secretary
PLANNING BOARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Meetings Thomas Beaulieu, Co-Chair 1996
2nd & 4th Tues. of the month, 7 p.m. Susan Seidner, Co-Chair 1997
Normand Provencher, Chair 1997 Read Parmenter 1 997
Paula Kudrick, Vice-Chair 1 997 Jo-Ann Belanger 1997
Richard Kelsea 1999 Lucille Constantine 1998
Christopher McNamara 1999 Ann Reaves 1998
Cindy Lewis 1998 . Alternates
MarkLePage 1998 Robert Palfy 1997
Armand "Tom" Martel Selectmen's Rep.
Alternates
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
George Fryer 1997
David J. Beauchesne 1999
Michael Toepfer, Town Planner
Susan Gifford, Recording Secretary
Meetings:
by notice, 7 p.m., Wednesdays
William Bonney, Chair 1998
Bruce Kudrick, Vice-Chair 1997
Catherine Roche 1 999
Vincent Flewelling 1997
Kenard "Butch" Ayles 1997
SEWER COMMISSION
Roger Letendre 1 998 Alternates
Raymond Martin 1997 Alt. Teresa R. Beauchesne 1999
PauletteMalo 1997 Alt. Steve L. Daviault 1999
Susan Gifford, Recording Secretary
MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
The Board of Selectmen again dealt with a wide range of challenges and issues in 1996.
Post Office Xante Change - Per the vote taken at the Annual Town Meeting, the Board pursued the changing
of the name ofthe "Suncook" Post Office to the "Pembroke" Post Office and asked for assistance from the
NH Congressional delegation. However, the Postal Service ruled that the name would not be changed but
did install letters on the building denoting Pembroke/Allenstown.
New Engineering Firm - The Board solicited offers from engineering firms and chose a new firm, Keach-
Nordstrom to provide road analysis and engineering services and plan review for the Planning Board. The
Board looks forward to a productive relationship and carrying on the strong tradition of performing
infrastructure repairs and restoration.
Highway Department Facility Study - The Board formed a committee to study the space needs at the
Highway Department facility. A survey firm was hired to develop a plot plan for both the current site and
the 2 Exchange Street property to the south of the facility. The Committee has discussed the options and will
continue to meet to develop a proposal presentation to the voters.
Police Station Retaining Wall - The Board sought bids and hired F.L. Merrill Construction of Pembroke to
install a retaining wall on the south side of the Police Station property. The majority of the project has been
completed and some minor finish work will be performed in the spring. The Board of Selectmen will
continue to support the efforts of the Economic Development Committee in actively working toward
attracting business and economic growth to increase the tax base and create jobs.
Meetings with Boards, Committees and Commissions - Meetings were once again held every other week
throughout the spring and summer with all boards, committees, commissions, and major departments to keep
the Board up to date on all of their various activities. A large meeting with all of the same was also held in
the fall.
Regulationsfor Use of Town Hall Meeting Rooms - The Board approved policies and procedures for the
use ofTown Hall meeting rooms by outside organizations. Ifyou are interested in possibly using the meeting
space, contact Town Hall for information.
The Board would like to once again thank all Town employees and all of the volunteers that serve on
Town boards, committees, and commissions, and looks forward to working together with everyone in the
coming year.
Board of Selectmen
Gerald R. Belanger, Chairman
John B. Goff
Armand "Tom" Martel
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
TOWN OF PEMBROKE
MARCH 12, 1996
The meeting was opened at 10:00 a.m. by Moderator Petit with a moment of prayer.
A motion was made to read and act on Articles #1 and #2 and the remaining articles to be acted upon
at the deliberative session on March 16, 1996.
MOVED: Roland Young, Jr. SECONDED: Theresa Cournoyer
VOTE: YES MOTION PASSED
ARTICLE #1: To choose all necessary officers for the year ensuing.
* Denotes elected
Town Clerk for one year:
James F. Goff 836 s
Voter Checklist Supervisor for six years:
Barbara N.Payne 780*
Treasurer for one year:
Jane P. Bates
Moderator for two years:
Thomas E. Petit







Sewer Commissioner for three years:
Roger A. Martin 722*
Water Commissioner for five years:
Helen L. Petit 793*
Library Trustee for three years:
Joyce Belanger 806*
Library Trustee for three years:
Marilyn G. Ross 761*
Library Trustee for two years:
Lianne Hanson 727*
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years:
Gerard E. Fleury 754*
ARTICLE #2: Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendments to the existing Zoning
Ordinance of the Town of Pembroke as proposed by the Planning Board:
AMENDMENT #1
Amend Article II, Section 143-8, by adding a new term "appellant" to the definition section.
Explanation: Section 143-121 outlines the process for appealing a decision made by the
Zoning Board of Adjustment. Since the individual appealing the decision may not be the
original applicant, for instance an abutter, we have used the term "appellant" to reference that
individual.
YES 648 NO 108 AMENDMENT #1 PASSED
AMENDMENT #2
Amend Article IV, Section 143-19, Table of Uses, by adding Planned Residential
Development (Cluster Residential Development) as a special exception in the LO district.
Explanation: Currently sections 143-75 & 76, page 14390. make reference to Planned
Residential Development in the LO district. However, under the Table of Uses it is not a
permitted use. The intent of this change is to permit Planned Residential Development in the
LO district by special exception.
YES 447 NO 273 AMENDMENT #2 PASSED
AMENDMENT #3
Amend Article V, Section 143-21, Table of Dimensional and Density Regulations by
changing the reference to the "R2" district to "Rl" district.
Explanation: This is a typo, the Town does not have an "R2" district, the reference should be
to the "Rl" district.
YES 644 NO 83 AMENDMENT #3 PASSED
AMENDMENT #4
Amend Article X, Section 143-78 (H), by modifying the provision requiring
underground utilities in Planned Residential Development.
Explanation: This section currently requires all utilities in a Cluster Residential Development
to be placed underground. The Planning Board proposes to change the wording so that
underground utilities are not automatically required, but the Planning Board, depending on
the location of the subdivision and the utilities, could require them to be underground.
YES 550 NO 217 AMENDMENT #4 PASSED
AMENDMENT #5
Amend Article XII, Section 143-92 (B), by replacing the term "Mobile Home" with the
term "Manufactured Housing".
Explanation: The correct legal term for a "Mobile Home" in New Hampshire is
"Manufactured Housing". The intent of this change is to ensure that the Zoning Ordinance is
consistent with state law.
YES 686 NO 95 AMENDMENT #5 PASSED
AMENDMENT #6
Amend Article XIV, Section 143-1 1 1 by adding a new subsection, 143-1 1 1(E).
Explanation: RSA 676:5 (III) now allows the Zoning Board of Adjustment to review a
decision made by the Planning Board based on their interpretation of the Zoning Ordinance.
Previously the Zoning Board of Adjustment could only review a Planning Board decision if it
was the sole reason for the denial of an application. This section will now allow the Zoning
Board of Adjustment to review any Planning Board decision based on the Zoning Ordinance.
YES 597 NO 144 AMENDMENT #6 PASSED
AMENDMENT #7
Amend Article XIV, section 143-1 12, by adding Code Enforcement Officer to the title of
the section.
Explanation: There are two forms of appeals under the zoning ordinance; appeals of a
decision made by the Code Enforcement Officer, and appeals of a decision made by the
Zoning Board of Adjustment (Section 143-121). The addition of Code Enforcement Officer
to the heading helps to clarify the intent of this section.
YES 626 NO 109 AMENDMENT #7 PASSED
AMENDMENT #8
Amend Article XIV, by adding two new sections 143-121 & 122.
Explanation: These two sections outline the process an individual, the appellant, would use
to appeal a decision made by the Zoning Board of Appeals.
YES 636 NO 101 AMENDMENT #8 PASSED




Moderator Petit opened the meeting at 10:00 a.m. with a moment of prayer and reads the results of the
official ballot. The registered voters have been checked in with the Checklist Supervisors.
ARTICLE #3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed fourteen thousand
eight hundred dollars ($14,800) to construct a wall at the Evergreen Cemetery and to authorize the
\\ ithdrawal of a sum not to exceed fourteen thousand eight hundred dollars ($14,800) from the Cemetery
Improvement Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
A motion was made to table this article.
MOVED: Howard Robinson SECONDED: Charles Hamilton
VOTE ON MOTION: YES ARTICLE #3 TABLED
ARTICLE #4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed eighty thousand
dollars ($80,000) to repair/replace the south wall at the Police Station and to authorize the withdrawal of
forty thousand dollars ($40,000) plus all accumulated interest to the date of withdrawal from the Capital
Reserve Fund created for this purpose. The balance of forty thousand dollars ($40,000) is to come from
general taxation. This will be a non-lapsing account per RSA 32:3, VI and will not lapse until the
repair/replacement is complete or in two years, whichever is less. The Board of Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
MOVED: Armand "Tom" Martel SECONDED: Gerald R. Belanger
VOTE: YES ARTICLE #4 ADOPTED
ARTICLE #5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed thirty thousand
dollars ($30,000) to purchase road sanding equipment and a sweeper for the sidewalk plow and to authorize
the withdrawal of a sum not to exceed thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) from the Town Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund created for this purpose. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required)
MOVED: Henry Lewis SECONDED: Patricia Fair
VOTE: YES ARTICLE #5 ADOPTED
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ARTICLE #6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed one hundred fifty
thousand dollars ($150,000) to purchase a Fire tanker truck and to authorize the withdrawal of a sum not to
exceed one hundred fifty thousands dollars ($150,000) from the Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund
created for this purpose. The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
A motion was made to table this article.
MOVED: Richard Chase SECONDED: Harold Paulsen
VOTE: YES ARTICLE #6 TABLED
ARTICLE #7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000) to be added to the Sewer and Water Extension Capital Reserve Fund previously established. The
Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
MOVED: John B. Goff SECONDED: Harold Paulsen
VOTE: YES ARTICLE #7 ADOPTED
ARTICLE #8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eighty thousand dollars
($80,000) to be added to the Town Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously established. The Board of
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
MOVED: Paulette Malo SECONDED: Patricia Fair
VOTE: YES ARTICLE #8 ADOPTED
ARTICLE #9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars
($10,000) to be added to the Solid Waste Facility Closure Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
The Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
MOVED: Armand "Tom" Martel SECONDED: Nancy Clifford
VOTE: YES ARTICLE #9 ADOPTED
ARTICLE #10: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of
RSA 35:1 for the construction of a sidewalk on Academy Road, from Pembroke Street to approximately
Cross Road, and to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-three thousand four hundred and thirteen dollars
($24,413) to be placed in this fund, and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend. The Board
of Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.(Majority vote required)
The amount as specified by the moderator to be voted on is the one in parenthesis, $24,413.
There was a motion made to amend the amount to $23,413.
MOVED: Armand "Tom" Martel SECONDED: Gerald R. Belanger
VOTE ON AMENDMENT: YES AMENDMENT PASSED
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I here was a motion made to vote on Article #10 as amended.
\1< >\ I I ) Armand "Tom" Martel SECONDED: Gerald R. Belanger
VOI I ON AMENDED ARTICLE #10: YES ARTICLE #10 ADOPTED AS AMENDED
ARTICLE #11: To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Board of Selectmen and Teamsters Local No. 633 police bargaining unit for
the 1996 fiscal year, and further to raise and appropriate the sum of eighteen thousand seven hundred thirty-
seven dollars ($18,737) which represents the additional costs attributable to the increase is salaries and
benefits over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. The Board of
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
MOVED: Armand "Tom" Martel SECONDED: John B. Goff
VOTE: YES ARTICLE # 1 1 ADOPTED
ARTICLE #12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,588,970 which
represents the operating budget. Said sum does not include special articles addressed.
MOVED: David Freeman-Woolpert SECONDED: James Vannest
There was a motion made to reduce the budget by $73,600 making it a total of $3,515,370. The
suggested cuts are made up of: Line #4150 - computer ($3,000.00), Line #4191 - Staff increase
($10,000). Line #4210 - Staff increase ($10,300), Computer Software ($5,300), Line #4903 Town
Hall Air Conditioner ($25,000), Town Garage engineering ($20,000).
MOVED: Richard Kelsea SECONDED: Marc Chronis
VOTE ON AMENDMENT: NO AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE # 1 2 FAILED
VOTE ON ARTICLE #12: YES ARTICLE # 1 2 ADOPTED
ARTICLE #13: To see if the Town will vote to amend the Code of the Town of Pembroke, Chapter 66
thereof, entitled Conservation of Land, to add a new section providing regulations for the use of the White
Sands Conservation Area.
MOVED: Roy Annis SECONDED: Brian Lemoine
VOTE: YES ARTICLE #13 ADOPTED
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ARTICLE#14: To see if the Town will vote to amend the Code of the Town of Pembroke, Chapter 133
thereof, entitled Solid Waste Management, to add regulations relative to residential solid waste pickup.
MOVED: John B. Goff SECONDED: Gerald R. Belanger
VOTE: YES ARTICLE # 1 4 ADOPTED
ARTICLE #15: (By petition) To see if the Town is in favor of limiting the amount the property tax can
increase to a maximum of two and one half (21/2) percent per year, for any given fiscal year, respectfully
for both the School portion of the tax and the town portion of the tax.
There was a motion made to table Article #16.
MOVED: Marc Chronis SECONDED: Richard Bilodeau
VOTE: YES ARTICLE # 1 5 TABLED
ARTICLE #16: (By petition) To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Board of Selectmen to do
whatever is required, including contacting the Town's representatives to the United States Congress for
assistance, to have the United States Postal Service change the name of the "Suncook" Post Office to the
"Pembroke" Post Office.
MOVED: Cheryl Tufts SECONDED: Jane Bates
VOTE: YES ARTICLE # 1 6 ADOPTED
ARTICLE #17: To hear the reports of auditors, agents and committees or of officers heretofore chosen, and
to pass any vote relating thereto.
There was a motion made to accept the reports printed in the 1995 Annual Town Report for the
Town of Pembroke.
MOVED: E. Monroe Hornsby SECONDED: Charles Connor
VOTE: YES 1 995 PEMBROKE ANNUAL TOWN
REPORT ACCEPTED FOR ARTICLE #1
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ARTICLE #18: To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Recognition was given to Charles F. Whittemore as Pembroke's 1996 Outstanding Citizen.
A motion was made to adjourn the meeting.
MOVED: Roy Annis SECONDED: John B. Goff
VOTE: YES THE MEETING WAS ADJOURNED
AT 12:38 P.M.
Respectfully submitted, James F. Goff
Town Clerk, Town of Pembroke
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1996 TAX RATE COMPLTATION
loial Town Appropriations S3. 856. 120.00
I ess Revenue 2. 18". 125.00
I ess Shared Revenues 004.00
Add Overlap 70.285.00
Add War Sen ice C redits 42.950.00
Net Town Appropriation $1,747,226.00
Municipal Tax Rate S8.10
Due to Local School .888.033.00
Less Shared Revenues 1 16.999.00
Net School Appropriation S5. 77 1.034.00
School Tax Rate S26.76
Due to Count> S426.7 12.00
Less Share Revenues 7.832.00
Net Count> Appropriation S4 1 8.880.00
County Tax Rate S1.94
Combined Tax Rate S36.80
Total Property Taxes Assessed I ".93 7. 140.00
Less War Sen ice Credits 1 42.950.00)
Total Property Tax Commitment S7,894.190.00
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 1996 VALUATION





Total of Taxable Land $70,983,350.00








VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTION 220,43 1 ,800.00
EXEMPTIONS:
Blind Exemptions - 7 $ 1 05,000.00
Elderly Exemptions - 47 $ 1 ,800,000.00
Totally & Permanently Disabled - 6 $300,000.00
TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS ($2,205,000.00)
NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $2 1 8,226,800.00
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K)\\ \ ()\\ NED PROPERTIES
M \V 1 OI i oc \no\ ms( rii'tion \( RES LAM) BLDG
\ I 1 "2 Main Street - \ eterans Park 0.12 8.0
\ 1 f>2 2 1 2 Main Street - \\ ater Works 25 24.' 5 : .000
VE 165 Central Street - Municipal Parking lot
\ I ! 95 Glass Street 1.50
\ \\ b" 1 3 Pine Street 4.300
\\\ I r 4 Union Street - Police Station 0.2" 26.050 98.300
Y\\ 1 18 6 Union Street • 14.000
Y\Y 175 High Street 0.05 1.250
Y\\ 18-4 Exchange Street 2.00 4.000
Y\\ 186 Exchange Street 25 500
Y\\ 188 Memorial Field 29. "0 140.400 36,55
\W 1 88-2 Memorial Field - sewer pump station 3.950
\\\ :sq S Exchange Street - High\\a> Garage 4.00 79,45
\AY 190 Pleasant Street 0.10 3. "00
\AY 203 28 Pleasant Street 0.09 1.000
\\\ 22" 1 Bridge Street Extension 0.23 6.250
\A\ 228 2 Exchange Street - High\va\ Annex 0.68 3 ".000 33.000
256 :u-: 865 Dover Road 0.41 5.250
256 24 814 Ricker Road 1.44 19.350
260CM-8 Cross Countr> Road - Richardson Cemeter> 0.06
262 1-1 358 Pembroke Hill Road - Town Pound 0.06 1.850
262 23-: 438 Cross Country Road 17.50 "6.650
262CM-4 Fourth Range Road - Pembroke Hill Cemeter> 0.49
262 2" 543 Cross Country Road 11.00 1.100
264 32-1 244 Academ\ Road - Shuett Conservation Area - 29 6."00
264 79-1 346 Pembroke Hill Road 0.32 2.950
266" Mason A\enue - Conservation land 10."3 8.600
266 40 7 Pembroke Street - Fire Station 1.82 93.800 2 "3.050
266CM-2 Buck Street - Evergreen Cemeter\ 9.55
266 85-50 1 58A&B Tina Dri\e - dwelling 1.01 33.400 "8. "50
559 11 825 N. Pembroke Road -- 5.850
561 I7-KBJ 14" Sheep Davis Road - sewer pump station -.550
561 :>4 402-408 Borough Road "9.500
561 44-1 Route 106 0.40 550
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TOWN OWNED PROPERTIES (Cont'd)
MAP/LOT LOCATION/DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BLDG
VALUE VALUE
561 CM-7 Borough Road - Abbott Cemetery 0.13
563 22-1-1 502 Third Range Road - Bragfield Pond
Conservation Area
26.62 7,350
563 39 226 Brickett Hill Road - Water Works water tower 0.92 17,600 127,050
563 94 305-325 Brickett Hill Road - Town Forest 28.00 143,500
563 94-1 337 Brickett Hill Road 2.85 2,850
565 31 37 Sherwood Meadows - dwelling 0.27 32,600 67,900
565 59 59 White Sands Road - Conservation Land 1.43 6,100
565 81-A Bow Lane - Conservation land 0.64 9,250
565 81-B White Sands Road - White Sands Conservation Area 32.50 85,550
565 81-B(B) 55 White Sands Road - sewer pump station 5,500
565 81-C 444 Pembroke Street 34.30 80,850
565 81-19 410 Nadine Road 0.56 9,000
565 256 3 1 1 Pembroke Street - Town Hall 2.00 51,350 228,050
565 CM-3 Pembroke Street - Pembroke Street Cemetery 2.38
567 1-1 Merrimack River - Conservation land 5.00 2,500
632 3 635 Pembroke Street - Water Works well 11.00 111,400 31,050
632 8- 1(B) 702 Keith Avenue - sewer pump station 8,300
632 18-12 142 Sheep Davis Road - Water Works well 14.94 54,550 16,350
634 46 572 Pembroke Street - sewer pump station 0.11 24,000
634 46(B) 572 Pembroke Street - sewer pump station 8,250
868CM-1 Route 28 - Buck Street Cemetery 2.51
870 34 602 Thompson Road - Buck Street Schoolhouse 0.13 22,250 14,250
935 CM-5 N. Pembroke Road - Old N. Pembroke Cemetery 0.46
937CM-6 N. Pembroke Road - New N. Pembroke Cemetery 0.53
939 67 501 Kimball Road - Whittemore Town Forest,




APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES IN 1996
TITLE OF
APPROPRIATION APPROPRIATIONS EXPENDED BALANCE
Executive 194.936 189.564 5,372
Elec. Reg. & Vital Stat. 59.166 56.602 2,564
Financial Administration 116.715 111.860 4.855
Planning and Zoning 104.692 106.010 (1.318)
Cemeteries 8.323 6,658 1.665
Other General Government 175.589 204.471 (28.882)
Police 560.441 531.338 29.103
Fire 133.485 128,908 4,577
EmergencN Preparedness 463 413 50
High\\a\s and Streets 375.314 384.159 (8,845)
Road Construction/Maint 329.800 309,329 20,471
Fleet Maintenance 49.077 49.514 (437)
Solid Waste Disposal 274.189 271.029 3.160
Sewer Commission 252.026 252,026
Water Services 326.900 362,900
Public Health 40.394 40,398 (4)
Welfare Department 72,556 45,640 26,916
Parks and Recreation 47,224 45,474 1,750
Library 59,540 59,540
Patriotic Purposes 3,250 3,167 83
Conservation Commission 1,252 1,067 185
Economic Development 7.105
Principal-Long Term Bonds 100.000
Interest-Long Term Bonds 28.050
Interest on TAN 141,500
Capital Outlay 220,720






























Maturities Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal & Interest
1997 100,000 22,950 217,666.67 137,130 477,746.67
1998 100,000 17,850 217,666.67 127,988 463,504.67
1999 100,000 12,750 217,666.67 118,864 449,280.67
2000 100,000 7,650 217,666.67 109,704 435,020.67
2001 100,000 2,550 217,666.67 100,562 420,778.67
2002 217,666.67 91,420 309,086.67
2003 217,666.67 82,278 299,944.67
2004 217,666.67 73,136 290,802.67
2005 217,666.67 63,994 281,660.67
2006 217,666.67 54,852 272,518.67
2007 217,666.67 45,710 263,376.67
2008 217,666.67 36,568 254,234.67
2009 217,666.67 27,426 245,092.67
2010 217,666.67 18,284 235,950.67












ofWe have audited the accompanying general purpese financial statements
the Town of Pembroke, New Hampshire, as of December 31, 1995 and fcr the
year then ended. These general purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Cur responsibility is to exoress





















We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards, Governmental Auditing Standards, issued by rhe Ccmptrcller
General of the United States and the provisions cf Cffice cf Management
and Budget Circular A-128, "Audits of State and Local Governments". These
standards and OMB Circular A-12 8 require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpese
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the general purpese financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general
purpese financial statement presentation. We believe that cur audit
provides a reasonable basis fcr our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to in the first
paragraph does not include the Pembroke Water Works (enterprise fund)
,
which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. The omitted fund has assets, liabilities, revenues and
expenditures of $1,595,636, $104,295, $331,365 and $323,843, respective!.
As more fully described in Note 1, the combined financial statements do
not include the general fixed assets account grcup which should be
included to conform wich generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets acccur.c group
is not known.
As described more fully in Note 10 to the financial statements, the Tcwn
dees net accrue the current portion of accumulated vacation or sick pay in
the General Fund in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. The effect on the combined financial statement cf this








Town of Pembroke -2- April 26, 1996
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the
omissions described in the third and fourth paragraphs and subject to the
effects of such adjustments if any, as might have been determined to be
necessary had we been able to satisfy ourselves as to the matter discussed in
the fifth paragraph, the combined financial statements referred to above
present fairly in all material respects, the financial position of the Town o:
Pembroke, New Hampshire as at December 31, 1995 and the results of its
operations and cash flows of its proprietary fund types for the year then
ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The accompanying combined and
individual fund financial statements and Schedule of Federal Financial
Assistance listed as supporting schedules in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of
the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Pembroke, New
Hampshire. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report
dated April 26, 1996 on our consideration of the Town's internal control





:ord^JTohn E . Lyford
:ertified Public Accountant
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Exhibit D
TOWN OF PEMBROKE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN RETAINED EARNINGS/
FUND BALANCE - ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES AND SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS































State Aid Water Pollution
Less : State Aid Applied to Principal of Debt
Interest on Sewer Project Funds
Interest Expense - Bonds
Total Non-Operating Revenues (Expenses)
Net Income (Loss) Before Operating Transfers
Operating Transfers In (Out)
Operating Transfers In
Operating Transfers (Out)








369,823 11,400 3 81 ,223




(33,150) - (33 , 150)
6,669 - 6,669
(129 ,369) 4,950 (124 ,419)
133,150 20,000 153, 150
'50, 000) (341) (50,341)
83,150 19,659 102,809
(46,219) 24,609 (21,610)
Other Changes in Retained Earnings/Fund 3alance
Credit Arising from Transfer of
Depreciation to Contributed Capital 133,149 133, 149
Net Increase (Decrease) in Retained Earnings/
Fund Balance 86,930 24,609 111,539
Retained Earnings/Fund Balance, Beginning
of the Year, (Restated, Note 18) 253,051 274,117 527, 168
Retained Earnings/Fund Balance, End of the Year $339 ,981 $298,726 S633 ,707
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TOWN OF PEMBROKE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES AND SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1995
Exhibit E
Proprietary Fiduciary




Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Operating Income (Loss) - Exhibit D
Adjustments to Reconcile Net Income (Loss)
to Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities:
Depreciation
Interest and Dividends on Investments
Change in Operating Assets and Liabilities:
(Increase) Decrease In Assets:
Accounts Receivable
Due From Other Governments
Increase (Decrease) In Liabilities:
Accounts Payable




Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Cash Flows From Noncapital Financing Activities
Operating Transfers In From Other Funds
Operating Transfers Out To Other Funds
Net Cash Flows Provided (Used) by Noncapital
Financing Activities
Cash Flows From Capital and Related Financing
Activities
Principal Paid on Bonds
Principal Reimbursement - State Aid Water Pollution
Interest Paid on Bonds
Interest Reimbursement - State Aid Water Pollution
Net Cash Provided (Used) by Capital and Related
Financing Activities
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Purchase of Property and Equipment
Interest and Dividends on Investments
Net Cash Provided (Used) by Investing Activities
Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and Cash Equivalents at Beginning of Year



































































TOWN OF PEMBROKE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES AND SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1995
Proprietary Fiduciary





Additions to Property and Equipment:
From Bond Proceeds Retained by







Cash and Cash Equivalents - Beginning
Net Increase (Decrease)





$379,996 $249,036 $119,287 $748,319
16,894 (106,419) 22,841 (66,684)
$142 ,617 $142 ,128 $681,635
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Schedule A-l
TOWN OF PEMBROKE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
GENERAL FUND
SCHEDULE OF REVENUES AND OTHER FINANCING SOURCES - BUDGET AND ACTUAL




Land Use Change Tax
Yield
Payment in Lieu of Taxes


























Licenses , Permits and Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Building Permits
Other Licenses, Permits and Fees













































158 ,000 198,653 40,653
Miscellaneous
Sale of Town Property































Total Revenues and Other Financing Sources $9 ,017,981 $9,136,547 $118 ,566
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Schedule A-2
TOWN OF PEMBROKE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
GENERAL FUND
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES AND OTHER FINANCING USES - BUDGET AND ACTUAL

















































































































TOWN OF PEMBROKE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
GENERAL FUND
SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES AND OTHER FINANCING USES - BUDGET AND ACTUAL































Interest - Long-Term Debt
Interest - Tax Anticipation Note
Total Interest
Capital Outlay
Fuel Tank Site Cleanup
Town Hall Second Floor
Police Station Architectural Study







































Total Other Financing (Uses)













































In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the
Town of Pembroke, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1995 we
considered the Town's internal control structure to determine our
auditing procedures for the purpose cf expressing an opinion en the
financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal
control structure.
However, during our audit we became aware of several matters that are
opportunities for strengthening internal controls and operating
efficiency. The memorandum chat accompanies this letter summarizes our
comments and suggestions regarding those matters. This letter does net
affect our report dated April 26, 1996 on the financial statements of
the Town of Pembroke, New Hampshire.
We will review the status of these comments during our next audit
engagement. We have already discussed many of these comments and
suggestions with various Town personnel and we will be pleased to
discuss them in further detail at your convenience, to perform any




/nn E . Lyford
Certified Public Accountant







PRIOR YEAR'S FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Sewer Fund
Finding - In the course of performing our audit, we noted that detailed
depreciation schedules for the Sewer Fund are still not being maintained. Under
the method currently used by the Town, if an asset classification had a ten year
life, the balance in the classification is multiplied by 10%. However, under
this method assets are over depreciated as fully depreciated assets are not
removed from the general ledger as they become fully depreciated. For example,
assume an asset classification with a ten year useful life, a beginning balance
of $80,000 and a purchase of equipment of $4,000. Assume that the $80,000 was
purchased over ten years ago and has been fully depreciated.
Under the current method of depreciation, the depreciation expense for that
asset classification would be $8,400 ($84,000 x 10%). The correct depreciation
should be $400. If not corrected, net depreciated property, plant and equipment
could be grossly understated because of the overstatement of depreciation
charges. The Management should consider recreating a detailed depreciation
schedule. The schedule should be broken down into major asset classifications,
i.e., distribution mains, etc. These classifications are further broken down to




2. Brief Description of the Asset
3. Cost
4 Useful Life
5 Accumulated Depreciation at the Beginning of the Year
6 Depreciation Expense for the Current Year
7 Accumulated Depreciation at the End of the Year
Once this is done, it may be necessary to restate beginning balances for over
depreciation.
Status - This was not done for 1995. Mason + Rich, P. A. is still maintaining
track of these records
.
Sewer Cash Accounts
Finding - The computer reports for the checking account were not completely
available. It was extremely difficult to audit the books and records of the
Sewer Department without a complete detailed reconciliation of the total
activity of all the accounts. Most of the numerous savings and CD. 's were
closed and transferred into the New Hampshire Deposit Investment Pool. It was
difficult to trace the activity on all these accounts. A summary of the
activity of all cash and investment accounts must be maintained either on the
computer or on a manual system in order to facilitate proper reconciliation on
those accounts. The quality of the records for the Sewer Department has been an
issue in the past. Since the books and records of the Sewer Department are now
kept in the Town Hall, we recommend the Sewer Commissioners consider having the




Status - The Sewer Department has purchased accounting software and is using ic
for all cash activity.
Computer Trial Balance - Monthly Reconciliations
Finding - Certain revenue and expense accounts on the general ledger were net
properly closed after the December 31, 1993 year end, which effected the 1994
balances. This resulted in the fund balance being incorrect, which was not noted
until work started on the year end audit. This appears to be a problem with the
computer software. We recommend that the Town institute procedures for all
balance sheet accounts, including fund balance accounts, to be reviewed and
reconciled on a regular basis. This will help to uncover these problems more
timely.
Status - The revenue and expense accounts were properly closed this year.
Monthly Allocation
Finding - The Town has the computer allocate all payroll liability accounts to
each of the departments, based on a predetermined formula. At year end there
were significant balances in these accounts that had not been allocated. The
accruals for insurance, payroll taxes, etc. should be reviewed on a monthly
basis. If the remaining balances are not correct, the allocation formula should
be revised.
Status - The programmer reviewed this with the bookkeeper in 1995 and corrected
the allocation formulas, but there were still balances in these accounts due to
the date that the formulas were changed.
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CURRENT YEAR'S FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Trust Funds
Finding - The Trust Funds were not available for us to audit when we were at the
Town. It took several days to get the information that was necessary to
complete the audit, and when we did receive the information, there was still
missing information which further held up the audit.
Recommendation - All information for the audit should be at the Town Office the
day before the audit or as soon as possible to ensure that the audit goes
smoothly. Missing funds delay the production of the financial statements for
the Town.




Finding - The 941 for the fourth quarter was improperly reported. Because of a
problem with the computer system, one week's payroll was not included in the
quarterly summary printed for completing the 941.
Recommendation - The payroll summary report can be printed on a weekly basis
once the payroll has been processed. This should be printed and compared to
quarterly totals to ensure that all payroll for the period are included in the
quarterly report
.
Management ' s Comments - The recommendation has been implemented.
Expense Summary Report
Finding - Because of a payroll problem in October, the bookkeeper and the
computer programmer went into the system and manually changed the balances in
the expense summary report. Journal entries were not done to correct the
payroll problem. Because of this, the balances were incorrect.
Recommendation - The expense summary report should not be manually changed. Any
changes should be done by a journal entry to ensure that the various reports are
not out of balance with the trial balance.
Management ' s Comments - The recommendation has been implemented.
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TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1996
Levies of
1996 1995
Uncollected Taxes Beg. of Year:
Property Taxes $9 1 4,234.65
Yield Taxes 880.84
Sewer 35,021.09
Revenues Committed This Year:
Property Taxes $7,9 1 4,7 1 0.00








Sewer Interest 259.38 1.086.97
TOTAL DEBITS $8,248,687.41 S984.3 17.78
Levies of
1996 1995
Remitted to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $6,908,689.20 $914,234.65
Betterment 46,589.72
Land Use Change 12,109.92
Yield Taxes 8,216.82 880.84
Sewer 206,668.19 35,021.09
Interest 1,431.95 33.094.23





Uncollected Rev. - End of Year:
Property Taxes 1,004,479.80
Betterment 4,426.42
Land Use Change 7.049.96
Yield Taxes 1,214.67
Sewer 43,201.38
TOTAL CREDITS $8,248,687.41 S984.3 17.78
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Summary of Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1996
1995 1994 1993 1992
Unredeemed Taxes at
Beginning of Fiscal Year 392,524.49 129,491.08 7,656.50
Liens Executed
During Fiscal Year 512,916.51
Interest & Costs Collected
After Lien Execution 20,335.05 44,027.26 31,379.61
TOTAL DEBITS 533.251.56 436.551.75 160.870.69 7.656.50
Remittance to
Treasurer:
Redemptions 278,218.42 149,573.16 97,915.43
Interest/Costs
(After Lien Execution) 20,335.05 44,027.26 31,379.61
Abatements of
Unredeemed Taxes 115,227.10 1,978.99
Liens Deeded to
Municipality 3,518.93 3,489.84 3,277.13
Unredeemed Liens
Balance End of Year 231,179.16 124,234.39 26,319.53 7,656.50






January 1, 1996 - December 31, 1996





Planning and Land Use Department
Police Department
State of New Hampshire:
Revenue Sharing
Highway Block Grant
































Engineering Escrow Impact Fees
Balance, 1/1/96 $10,776.88 Balance, 1/1/96 $8,500.86
Receipts $4,722.65 Receipts $12,669.57
Interest Earned $236.38 Interest Earned $203.50
Disbursement to Disbursements
Town of Pembroke $8,976.44 to Town of Pembroke $4,842.56
Balance, 12/31/96 $6,759.47 Balance, 12/31/96 $16,531.37
Conservation Fund Suncook Vitalization Project
Balance 1/1/96 $66,388.54 Balance 1/1/96 $16,508.65
Receipts $42.00 Receipts $0.00
Interest Earned $1,417.82 Interest Earned $452.73




Police Dept-D.A.R.E Program D.A.R.E.- State Grant
Balance 1/1/96 $3,533.35 Balance 1/1/96 $203.42
Receipts $6,963.31 Receipts $2,226.78
Interest Earned $140.47 Interest Earned $34.33




RTE 3/106 Sewer Project Drug Forfeiture Assets
Balance 1/1/96 $128,075.73 Balance 1/1/96 $1,960.80
Receipts $0.00 Receipts $268.50
Interest Earned $3,537.21 Interest Earned $53.42
Disbursements $0.00 Disbursements 0.00
Balance, 12/31/96 $131,612.94 Balance, 12/31/96 $2,282.72
Barksdale Subdivision Trebor Development
Balance 1/1/96 $3,051.51 Balance, 1/1/96 $1,137.32
Receipts $0.00 Receipts $0.00
Interest Earned $79.86 Interest Earned $29.76
Disbursements $0.00 Disbursements $0.00
Balance, 12/31/96 $3,131.37 Balance, 12/31/96 $1,167.08
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TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1996
The Trustees would like to take this opportunity to report on a few items of interest in the Trust Fund
for l c>%. Noteworthy items ineluded the creation of a new Capital Reserve Fund for the construction of
a sidewalk along Academy Road, stock splits by certain investment holdings, and free distributions owing
to the spin off of previously consolidated corporate entities.
This year AT&T common stock held by the Trust resulted in a free delivery of shares in Lucent
Technologies. The trustees elected to retain these shares since and reallocated the cost basis of the AT&T
shares to the Lucent Technologies shares in accordance with cost distribution rules approved by the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the Internal Revenue Service. Some cash proceeds were received
related to this distribution because entitlement to fractional shares were paid in cash. Those payments
constitute a return of invested unexpendable trust funds and are included in the unexpendable cash balances
of the scholarship trust funds.
Another of our holdings. Dunn & Bradstreet. spun off two companies. Cognizant Corporation and AC
Neilson Corp. The trustees elected to retain Cognizant Corporation but sold AC Neilson shortly after the
distribution was received because it failed to satisfy the requirements of the investment portfolio. As was
the case with the Lucent Technologies distribution, a small amount of cash was received by the trust in lieu
of fractional shares and again, those amounts have been consolidated into the unexpendable cash balances
custodized by the Bank of NH.
A third stock component in the portfolio, Servicemaster LP, made a three for 2 stock split bringing the
number of shares held from 680 up to 1,020. In addition to the splits and spin-offs, a number of the























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1996 ELECTED TOWN OFFICERS SALARIES
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Gerald R. Belanger $2,260
John B. Goff $1,980
Armand "Tom" Martel $1,980
TOWN CLERK
James F. Goff $31,361
TREASURER
Jane P. Bates $2,070
HEALTH OFFICER







Charles Mitchell, Asst $290
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Barbara Payne $300
Celeste Borgman $480
Roland Young, Jr $480
1996 TOWN EMPLOYEE SALARIES
TOWN HALL
Town Administrator $48,236
Planning and Land Use Director $29,868 - $36,305
Building Inspector/CEO $27,090 - $32,929
Tax Collector $25,801 - $31,361
Assistant Assessor $25,80 1 -$31,361
Bookkeeper $20,218 - $24,586
Municipal Secretary $19,261 - $23,400
Welfare Director $12,038 - $14,625
Custodian $7,529 - $9,149
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Road Agent $31,361 -$38,120
Fleet Mechanic $24,583 - $29,868
Highway Foreman $20,218 - $24,586
Driver/Operator $19,261 - $23,400
Laborer $17,493 - $21,237
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Police Chief $34,576 - $42,052
Deputy Chief $31,361 -$38,120
Sergeant $25,801 -$31,361
Police Officer $22,298 - $27,102
Secretary $19,261 - $23,400
Secretary - Part Time $9,630 - $1 1,700
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SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
I he Supervisors of the Checklist held eight required sessions for corrections, additions, removals and
party changes during the year of 1996. The Supervisors were present for the Primary Day, February 20 th ;
Town Meeting day, March 12"'; Continuation Meeting, March 16th ; State Primary Day, September 10 th ; and
( ieneral Election Day, November 5 ,h . The Supervisors were also present for the School District Meeting.
March 9th .
The Supervisors also held two extra sessions to certify nomination papers for placement on the General
Election Ballot. Special meetings of the supervisors had to be held to post changes on the checklist after the
two primaries. Town Meeting, and General Election totaling five extra meetings. Town residents not
previously registered may register to vote on election days. Approximately four hundred fifty registered on
election days during 1996. Of these, over two hundred residents registered on General Election Day in
November.
Updated checklists are posted before each election day at the Town Hall and Town Library for anyone
to look at.
Public notices were published in the Concord Monitor stating date and time of each session.
In addition to regular sessions of the Supervisors of the Checklist, qualified residents may register to vote















Pole & Wire Permit























Date Place Name of Child Sex Father
01-08 Concord Danielle C Provencher F Roland L. Provencher
01-12 Concord Kyler J. D. Thayer M Ovila B. Thayer
01-21 Concord Michelle J. Daviault F Steven J. Daviault
01-26 Concord Jacob E. Devoe M Michael A. Devoe
01-29 Concord Hannah E. John F Marcus A. John
02-12 Nashua Mariah M. Mitchell F Mark E. Mitchell
02-19 Mane Brandon C. Barton M Charles H. Barton
02-19 Mane Kaitlynn J. Morency F Marc R. Morency
02-20 Mane Kylie E. Foss F Gregory E. Foss
02-20 Concord Michael L. Murphy M Michael L. Murphy
02-22 Concord Abigail A. Drouin F Michael A. Drouin
02-28 Concord Jessica R. Bergquist F Brian J. Bergquist
03-01 Concord James N. Watterson, Jr. M James N. Watterson
03-03 Concord Nicole R. Emery F Dale E. Emery
03-22 Mane Amanda K. Nash F Andrew K. Nash
03-25 Lebanon Travis D. Boyce M Thomas C. Boyce
03-25 Lebanon Thomas C. Boyce, Jr. M Thomas C. Boyce
03-25 Concord Allison A. Jones F Bryan M. Jones
03-25 Concord Kyle J. Rainville M Robert A. Rainville
04-02 Derry Collin J. Paraskeva M Mark A. Paraskeva
04-05 Mane Tara Q.Hall F Lawrence M. Hall
04-11 Concord Ty B. Neveux M Edward J. Neveux
04-11 Concord Madison T. Weed F Vincent R. Weed
04-16 Concord Christopher G. Gauss M Eugene J. Gauss
04-19 Concord Rachael E. Cassidy F Kenneth D. Cassidy
04-23 Concord Austin T. Timpone M Thomas F. Timpone
04-26 Concord Brooke A. Cavanaugh F Robert B. Cavanaugh
04-28 Concord Shannon R. Drouse F Edward A. Drouse
05-01 Mane Britani M. Denoncourt F Jacob M. Denoncourt
05-05 Mane Taylor M. McDaniel F Leslie J. McDaniel
05-06 Concord Brownlo C. Abbott, III M Brownlo C. Abbot, Jr.
05-12 Mane Jacob J. Lantiegne M James E. Lantiegne
05-23 Mane Payton S. Godbois M Scott F. Godbois
05-30 Concord Gabrielle M. Arcand F Richard P. Arcand
06-11 Mane Riley D. Blye M Michael R. Blye
06-13 Concord Bryce A. Drew M Jeffrey A. Drew
06-19 Mane Aelin G. Shea F John J. Shea
06-26 Concord Justin C. St.Germain M Paul A. St.Germain
06-28 Concord Nicholas D. Berube M Donald J. Berube
07-08 Concord Hannah Z. Hughes F David M. Hughes
07-15 Concord Ryan T. Brooks M Mark F. Brooks
07-22 Concord Evan B. Opsal M Todd A. Opsal
07-29 Concord Dalton J. Malo M Robert J. Malo
07-30 Mane Madeline N. Collins F Robert W. Collins, Jr.
08-03 Concord Daniel R. Caraway M Michael W. Caraway
08-05 Concord Alexander J. Goff M Eric J. Goff



















































Datc- Place Name of Child Se:
OX- 15 N.London Michelle M. Taylor 1
08-25 Mane Paige A. Kelsea F
08-27 Concord Colter J. Krzcuik M
08-28 Concord Emma L. Mehegan F
09-09 Mane Corey J. Senechal M
09-09 C oncord Ryan P. Lewis M
09- 1 1 Mane Montana A. Roberts F
09- 1 3 Mane Spencer H. Nowe M
09-20 Concord Lindsay N. Young F
09-20 Mane Daniel A. Tovvne, Jr. M
09-23 Concord Shicora A. Pearce F
09-26 Concord Kinsley M. McGuckin F
1 0-03 Concord Nicolas P. Maccini M
10-04 Concord Maureen E. Hastings F




Concord Yvonne M. Wheeler F
10-18 Mane Meghan N. Hennessey F
10-23 Concord Remmi N. Ellis M
10-23 Concord Frances R. Ellis F
10-25 Concord Andrew J. Smiglowski M
10-27 Concord Hannah N. Mitchell F
1 0-29 Lebanon Kelly B. Poirier F
1 1-07 Concord Jacob A. Howe M
1 1-1 1 Mane Malik T. Antilus M
11-16 Mane Bethany A. Sobozensky F
11-17 Concord Megan E. Serafin F
11-22 Mane Joshua W. Dionne M
12-03 Concord Molly C. Hamilton F
12-12 Mane Kayleigh S. Lassonde F
12-16 Concord Jason A. White M
12-18 Concord Hollyanne F. Fleury F
12-18 Concord Gavin E. Fleury M
12-21 Mane Cody J. Haggett M
12-23 Concord Jason R. Lessard M
12-24 Concord Benjamin K. Stadnicki M
lath er Mother
Gregory S. Taylor






Ronald J. Nowe. Jr.































































Date Name Residence Name Residence
02-02 Charlie N. Morgan





04-13 Joseph H. Zopatti
04-30 Robert B. Bailey
05-04 Andrew J. Beaulieu
05-04 Steven M. Chartier
05-04 Brian K. Hall
05-04 Brady G. Serafin
05-09 Steven A. Downer
05-11 Michael J. McGranaghan
05-16 Amado S. Hernandez
05-18 Eric M. Bissonnette
05-18 Joseph P. Eagle, III
05-18 Joaquin H. Romero
06-01 Eric H. Calhoun
06-01 Keith R. Lacasse
06-01 Richard H. Martel
06-15 Timothy A. Comeau, Jr.
06-22 Jeffrey D. Clark
06-29 Mark W. Colby
06-30 Christopher W. Broggi
06-30 Spiro A. Karathanasis
07-06 Cullen J. Goduti




07-20 Mark G. Deshaies
07-20 Joseph A. Emery
07-20 Robert W. Fortnam
07-27 David S. Mitchell, Jr.
08-03 Andrew E. Demers
08-10 Kevin W. Brasley
08-10 ToddD. Goulet
08-10 Jean B. Plante
08-17 Randolph W. Cooper
08-17 Raymond L. Lassonde
08-21 Michael R. Snyder
08-24 Leonard W. Mooers
08-25 Jody D. Keeler
08-28 Walter H. Brooks, Jr.
08-30 Kenneth A. Jenkins
09-07 Charles A. Troisi
09-07 Henry Yee, Jr.
09-21 Michael D. Littlefield
09-21 Jeffrey E. Fleury















































































































































MARRIAGES - 1996 (cont'd)






I 1-09 Scott E. Moreno
11-11 Joseph A. Portinari, Jr.
11-15 Kirk N. Levesque
11-18 WalterE.Marshall.III
11-23 David P. Corbeil
12-14 Jason W. Stenner
12-24 Richard G. Geddes
































01-07 Concord Richard Bowen Henry S. Bowen Marion Milliken
01-12 Manchester Robert C. Sprague Clifford R. Sprague Esther Drake
01-14 Pembroke Claudia C. Paquin Frank Holloway Florence York
01-24 Manchester Dean T. Carder Rex Carder Florence Brownfield
01-25 Manchester Eileen E. Berube Albert J. Richard Rose Bosse
01-26 Pembroke Daniel A. McAllister Lawrence J. McAllister Cora M. Maltais
02-07 Concord Clyde W. Titus Roy C. Titus Etta M. Gilmore
03-18 Concord David A. Guimond Alfred Guimond Arline Bailey
03-24 Manchester Armancia L. Morin Armand Martel Odelie Dion
03-30 Lebanon Travis D. Boyce Thomas C. Boyce Gayle Knowlton
04-12 Pembroke Juergen Horn, Sr. Hans Horn Else M. Siemon
04-16 Concord Cora R. Gagne George Cansler Eva Baril
04-26 Epsom Blanche Desmarais Denis Bosse Marie L. Bouchard
05-04 Concord Christine R. Bachelder Alvin H. Bachelder Kate Mitchell
06-07 Pembroke Irene J. Plourde Leo A. Plourde Laura Franceour
06-13 Pembroke Joseph T. Green Darby Green Catherine Clougherty
06-17 Concord Sharon M. Poulin Roger B. Lizotte Jeannette E. Pelchat
07-15 Manchester Leo R. Daneault Hormidas Daneault Hortense Courchesne
07-17 Lebanon Donald J. Paquin, II Donald J. Paquin Linda Littlefield
07-19 Manchester Roger D. Stone David W. Stone Rena Lambert
07-26 Epsom Lydia M. Chase Edgar J. Scott LenaM. Bill
08-03 Concord Dorothy E. Townsend Clarence Foster Edith Pease
08-06 Concord Alva F. Lemieux Edward Lemieux Lillian Davis
08-23 Concord David P. Valley, Sr. Joseph Valley Ruby Smith
08-25 Pembroke Lionel W. Martin, Sr. Alcide Martin Marie R. Breton
09-01 Pembroke Roger A. Martin Alcide Martin Marie R. Breton
09-22 Epsom Lena T. Fortier Henry Theriault Nazarine M. Doucet
10-08 Manchester Harold E. Angwin Donald W. Angwin Rose Marcotte
11-19 Manchester Blanche B. Blais Jean B. Boudria Helen Robert
11-21 Concord Alice C. Swinnerton Henry Payson Ida Smith
12-05 Pembroke John H. Dugan John A. Dugan Edna Crowley
12-10 Bedford Germaine J. Bellerose Joseph Labbe Philomene Bilodeau
12-18 Manchester Margaret M. Reed William Durkee Mary R. Allen
12-20 Manchester John L. Hurney John C. Hurney Constance E. Deverio
12-26 Concord John C. Hurney Patrick Hurney Mary Unknown
12-30 Epsom Robert H. Lapierre Aimee Lapierre Billie Hendrix
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT
B) January 1996 we had approximately 53 inches of snowfall. When the heavy rains came along with
the melting snow caused washouts and frost heave road damage to a minimum of five roads. The highwa\
crew worked around the clock to keep the roads passable. The highway crew was happy to see spring arrive.
Projects - Asphalt shim and overlay projects were performed on sections of Cross Country Fourth Range
Road. Thomson Road and Kimball Street. The major reconstruction project for the year was done on Central
Street. Cresent Street and the Municipal Parking Lot. We have also done crack sealing in certain areas again
this year. The Department also continues to perform the regular task of snow removal, sanding, refuse
removal, brush cutting, ditch clearing, grave opening/closing, and center line and cross walk painting. The
Department is now contracting with a private firm to vacuum clean the catch basins, providing a better
cleaning than doing it by hand and eliminating possible job injuries.
Solid Waste - The Department currently has seven employees certified for operation of a solid waste
facility from the State. The solid waste facility has seen a large increase of tonnage in demolition debris,
brush and assorted metals. The Hazardous Waste Day went very well with a good turn out.
Safety Committee - The Highway members of the Safety Committee are this year's chairman. Reno
Nadeau. and myself ( Henry Malo ).








Honorable Members of the Board of Selectmen
Honorable Town Administrator
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The 1996 Annual Report of the Pembroke Police Department is proudly presented to you and the citizens
of the Town of Pembroke. You will find that this year's report is more than a compilation of statistics. It
identifies the dedicated men and women who serve the Town of Pembroke day in and day out & describes
many of the tasks they are called upon to perform.
We would not have been able to accomplish our tasks, however, without the cooperation and guidance
of the Board of Selectmen and Town Administrator, the continued assistance we receive from other Town
Departments, and most important, the support we receive from the citizens of our town.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas F. Iverson Jr.
Chief of Police
TABLE OF ORGANIZATION
CHIEF OF POLICE - Thomas F. Iverson Jr.

































Nineteen Ninety Six was a year of changes within the Prosecutor's office. One of the changes was to
use the Merrimack Count) Attorneys to prosecute Violations with enhanced penalties. Misdemeanors.
Felonies, Probable Cause Hearings. Administrative License Suspension Hearings and Juvenile Hearings
(when requested).
In the coming \ear. there will be a new system of giving the defendant the choice of either a jury trial
or the traditional trial in front of a judge. This new change to jury trial in district court will speed up the trial
process by eliminating appeals to Superior Court on Misdemeanor cases when a defendant requests a jury
trial at the District Court Level.
This will also pose a real and unique challenge to the Police Department. Officers will be required to
appear before the Concord District Court for jury trials: Hooksett District Court for Violation Trials.
Misdemeanor Trials (without a jury). Juvenile Hearings and Probable Cause Hearings: Superior Court for
all Felonv cases.
—
In the near future, plans are in the making for a Family court. This will add another court system in
which the Police Department will have to participate.
The Prosecutor's office along with the assistance of the Merrimack County Attorney's office look






Once again it's been a busy year with the department's career development. Our career development goal
is an ongoing process to improve members of our department in every area of law enforcement. As 1996
came to a close , we have more than 700 hours of training.
This training represents our continuing effort to provide you the best trained officers which enables us
to continue to provide a high-level of criminal justice services to the citizens of Pembroke.
The following list of courses and seminars represent the career development of Officers serving the
Town of Pembroke.
Identifying Passports and Documents
Collection and Preservation of Evidence
Suspect and the Victim Seminar








First Line Supervisor Training
Arson Awareness, Teaching the Trainer
Dealing with Death
Fire Extinguisher Operation in the workplace
Burglary and Robbery Investigations
Child Abuse Investigations
Major Case Investigations
Command Training Program-Babson College
Anger Management
Investigating Occult Crimes
Motor Vehicle Accident Procedures
Shotgun Instructor Certification Training
Crisis Counseling Assistance-Disaster Response
Investigating White Collar Crimes





All officers have successfully completed the transitional training from the revolver to the Sig Sauer P-
229 .40 S&W semi-automatic pistol. Transition began on April 12.1996 and was completed four months later
on August 21,1996.
Training was conducted at the Pembroke Police Department and the Department's outdoor firing range.
Training included two days of training for 13 Officers. During the two days of training, each officer was
required to fire a minimum of 500 rounds of ammunition.
Classroom Training:
Department's Firearms Policy on Use of Deadly Force
Pistol nomenclature, function and design












1996 OFFENSE LOG STATISTICS
1995 1996 1995 1996
Ambulance assist 203 241 Harassment 55 66
Arrest on Warrant 43 52 Illegal Dumping 2 2
Arson 1 3 Juvenile Complaints 119 117
Assault [felonious sexual] 10 6 Littering 3 4
Assault [on police off] Missing Person 2 6
Assault [simple] 43 69 Open Alcohol 24 7
Bad Checks 3 Parties/Fights 122 106
Bomb Threats 1 1 Possession Alcohol 13 19
Burglaries/Attempts 13 28 Protective Custody 57 56
Criminal Mischief 144 137 Radio Transmissions 45,214 45,076
Criminal Threatening 24 18 Receiving Stolen Property 3
Criminal Trespass 17 14 Resisting Detention 3 1
Disobeying Police Off. 2 1 Suicide/Attempts 12 15
Disorderly Conduct 10 8 Suspicious Activity 108 98
Dispatch Calls Received 14,548 9,838 Theft/Larceny 115 85
Domestic Violence 93 118 Unsecured Building 125 114
Fire Alarm [assist] 75 66 Untimely Death 3 2
Forgeries/Fraud 1 2 Unwanted Persons 32 27
911 Calls 234 Walk-in Service 1940 2226















1995 1996 1995 1996
148 136 Parking Tickets 424 462
1 1 Reckless Operation 4 2
4 2 Stolen Motor Vehicle 2 7
316 372 Stop Sign 19 32
109 96 Transporting Alcohol/Drugs 5 5
15 27 Uninspected Motor Vehicle 19 16
19 24 Unreasonable Speed 166 252
1 4 OHRV Violations 15 11
2 1 Motor Vehicle Warnings 673 722
10 4 Vehicles Towed 50 35










1996 ANIMAL CONTROL STATISTICS
1995 1996
Cruelty to Animals 3
Dog Bites Attacks 3 1
Dogs at Large 73 65
Dogs Impounded 30 25
Dog Complaints 102 92
Wild Animal Complaints 19
D.A.R.E.
DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION
1996 PROGRAM REPORT
The 1995 96 school year is off to a fantastic start for the Pembroke D.A.R.E. Program. The visitation
program was presented to the Kindergartners at the Village School this last Fall. The 17 week fifth grade
program started on January 7.1997. We will be presenting the third grade visitation at the Pembroke Hill
School this spring.
The presentation of these programs provides children with education that will help them recognize the
dangers of drug use. It teaches social skills that show kids not just say 'NO", but how to sa> NO". The
presentation of the classroom material is only part of the success of this program. The D.A.R.E. to Rock-
Rock-A-Thon and the Annual Spaghetti Dinner, serve two important roles. First, they help raise funds to
support the program. Secondly, and possibly more importantly, it teaches the children the importance of
community involvement and service.
The Pembroke Women's Club continued to show their support of the program by once again hosting the
Pembroke D.A.R.E. Golf Tournament. The event was a success with over S3000.00 being raised. The hard
work and dedication that these women have given to the program is greatly appreciated. The 1997
tournament will be held in June.
There are many other groups and individuals who have shown their support throughout the year. Ted
Begin at Pembroke Texaco continues to provide storage for the D.A.R.E. Truck. (No. it's not always broken
down). Linda Manter and the Re/Max Connection once again sponsored the D.A.R.E. dunking booth at the
Pembroke/Allenstown Old Home Day Celebration. The Pembroke Academy Key Club continues to show
their support by providing peer role models during the Fifth Grade D.A.R.E. program and by helping out
with the Annual Spaghetti Dinner. These young adults are excellent examples for our D.A.R.E. students.
There is no other group of people that provide more support for the program than the teachers and staff
at the Pembroke Schools. Specifically, the Fifth Grade team at the Three River's School. They graciously
give of their own time to help w ith our out of classroom activities. They are always helpful and have
incorporated some of the D.A.R.E. lessons into other parts of their teaching day. Their commitment to the
program remains steadfast and unrelenting. They make teaching in their classrooms a pleasure and something
I look forward to each week.
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The Pembroke D.A.R.E. Program is fortunate to have such a great deal of support from the community
and schools. There are a lot of people in Pembroke who are committed to helping our children grow up drug
free. The D.A.R.E. Program is the best drug prevention education program available. It is not magic. At best,
teachers and the D.A.R.E. Instructor only spend 35 hours per week with your children. The rest of the week,
some 133 hours, is spent at home and in the community. It is very important that parents take an active role
in their children's lives and help them learn to resist drugs. The D.A.R.E. Instructor will teach the students
the skills needed to help resist drugs. You as a Parent will always be your child's best role model. If we all
work together, we can teach our children to be drug free.
Respectfully Submitted
Sgt. Scott J. Lane
D.A.R.E. Instructor
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1996 BURGLARY SUMMARY AND STATISTICS
The Pembroke Police Department investigated 32 burglaries in 1996. Three of these were of commercial
properties and 29 residential properties. Daytime residential burglaries account for the largest number of
burglaries in 1996. The average loss was over $800.00.
More burglaries were committed on Mondays and Wednesdays than any other day of the week. Ten
























No Force 07 Kicked Door 03
Broken Glass 09 Prying Tool 01
Cut Lock 01 Unsecured Window 04
Cut Fence 01 Unsecured Door 06
Day Time Residential 24 Commercial 01
Night Time Residential 01 Commercial 01
Unknown Residential 04 Commercial 01
Sunday 04 Thursday 03
Monday 07 Friday 02
Tuesday 05 Saturday 04
Wednesday 07
January 01 July 05
February 00 August 02
March 04 September 01
April 01 October 10
May 03 Novembe r 00





Wayne A. Cheney, Deputy Chief
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COLLISION RE-CONSTRUCTION TEAM
New Hampshire and the Nation, are becoming a society on the move and Pembroke is no exception.
Thousands of motor vehicles drive on the streets of Pembroke each day. This includes our children on school
buses.
Every day new businesses arrive, homes are being built and new residents are moving to Pembroke. This
also adds to our every day traffic flow.
The police department has numerous contacts with the motoring public each year. This could be from
a motor vehicle violation stop, assisting lost motorists and accidents. In 1994, the police responded to 95
motor vehicle collisions, this breaks down to approximately two per week. In Nineteen Ninety Five officers
responded to 1 48 motor vehicle collisions, averaging approximately three per week. At the end ofNovember
1996, the police responded to 131 motor vehicle collisions, averaging approximately three per week.
Times have changed in the manner in which collisions are investigated. To meet today's needs the
Pembroke Police Department in cooperation with several area Towns and the Merrimack County Attorney's
Office have established a Collision Re-Construction Team, (CRT). This team will be working closely with
State, County and Local Municipalities to provide a greater range of expertise and manpower. The team
approach sharpen the skills of our officers and provide the high level of service that is expected from our
officers.
In the future, the citizens of Pembroke could see officers from Allenstown and Bow Police Departments
assisting at major collision scenes. At the present time the first Collision Re-Construction Team is made up
of officers from Allenstown, Bow and Pembroke. The team members are highly trained in Collision Re-
Construction and work under the guidance of the County Attorney's Office.
The citizens of Pembroke can take pride in knowing that they have such qualified police personnel






The position of Police Chaplain is a \olunteer. on call, resource to the Town of Pembroke through the
Police Department. It i* expected the Chaplain will be available as needed in a \arietv of situations to the
residents, to the department personnel, and in emergenc\ situations.
Re\ . Dan G. Stauffacher. D. Min.. pastor of the First Congregational Church of Pembroke, was sworn
in as Chaplain on April 29.1996.
To date the Chaplain has represented the department on:
The Merrimack County Domestic Violence Task For.
The Youth Suicide Prevention Advisory Assembly, State of New Hampshire
The Chaplain has attended the advanced training, three da\ seminar, on Cults and Non Traditional
Groups, provided b\ the Northeast Ritual Crime Intelligence Association, and provided an in-service
training to the department based on the material from that seminar.
The Chaplain w ill represent the Police Department on the Crisis Response Team of Pembroke Academ\
.
Chaplain participated in a one day training event on Community Disaster Crisis Response Plans at the Fire
Academy, along with Deputy Chief Cheney, in preparation for this position.
In addition to the above, the Chaplain participates in ride-a-longs with the officers on a regular basis.
In 199". the Pembroke Police Department will host the organizing meeting of Police Chaplains from
around the State in the hopes of establishing a professional association of Chaplains for continued training
and professional standards growth.
Respectfully submitted by
Re\ Lt. Dan Stauffacher. D.Min..
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FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
1 996 has been another busy year for your fire department. While we did not experience any large loss
structure fires, or loss of life due to fire, requests for medical assistance and the results of two serious storms
(we responded to approximately 24 requests for assistance in 90 minutes during the thunderstorm in July),
tallied a record number of responses. Combined with the ever-increasing time commitment for training,
the fire station has been a sometimes all-too-familiar "home" for your fire officers and firefighters.
As most of you are aware, all department members continue to be "call" personnel, that is there are no
full-time employees. Each of us volunteer many hours each year and are only paid for actual hours spent
responding to alarms. Most of our time devoted to training, work details, and general maintenance is
donated at no cost to the Town. It is our hope that this can continue for several more years, although many
of our surrounding departments have hired a skeleton staff to cover the weekdays, when most of us are busy
at our regular jobs.
The Chief has requested a modest increase to the public education budget for 1997 in an effort to expand
the present program existing in our elementary schools. Statistics compiled by the United States Fire
Administration confirm every year the following facts:
* The young and elderly are most at risk for injury and/or death by fire.
* We are most likely to die by fire in our own home than anywhere else.
* Smoke detectors continue to offer the best chance of escaping your home before heat and smoke can
kill.
The United States still maintains the WORST fire loss and death record of any industrialized nation
worldwide!
* we continue to believe that fire will only happen to "someone else."
* Our best hope of preventing fires is by education and our elementary age children are most likely
to retain the life-saving information.
In July of last year the State opened a new public safety dispatch center in Concord which answers all
"91 1 " calls dialed from anywhere in New Hampshire. The caller's phone number and address is displayed
to the dispatcher who determines the type of emergency and then transfers the call to the appropriate agency.
This service has proven to be a tremendous asset since it frequently is difficult to obtain the correct street
name and number from the caller. In addition, the dispatchers are trained to provide immediate assistance
to those calling with medical emergencies, sometimes offering life-saving advice. Please call "91
1
" for any
emergency, but not for other requests.
Many people have added another measure of safety to their home by installing carbon monoxide
detectors. CO is a silent killer which is produced by any device which burns fuel of any type. Faulty
furnaces, wood stoves, gas grills, automobiles, lawn and garden equipment, and emergency generators are
all potential sources. CO is particularly sinister since it is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas which
mixes readily with the air in our homes and bonds very quickly with the red blood cells in our lungs.
Pembroke experienced a particularly serious incident involving carbon monoxide recently which came
perilously close to causing the death of several occupants in their own home. CO causes persons to gradually
develop headaches, drowsiness, nausea, and disorientation. Most victims are unable to recognize their
peril, as was the case recently, and can only be identified by a visitor to the home. Should you suspect a
problem, get everyone out of the house and call 91 1 from a neighbor's phone; the fire department has a
special sensing device which can measure the level of CO, if present.
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I his year the Fire Department is requesting the expenditure of funds from the fire apparatus capital
reserve fund to replace one of our pumper/tankers which is twenty-two years old. Rust and mechanical
failures of this hard-working truck have taken its toll and reliability can no longer be assured. We are
seeking a larger chassis which will carry a larger amount of water, which can make a critical difference in
the first few minutes of a fire attack. New high torque diesel engines have now given us the ability to move
man> tons of water and equipment quickly, even to the more remote areas of Pembroke.
For several months now the Chief officers of the Pembroke and Allenstown Fire Departments have been
meeting to discuss ways in which the two towns may share resources. The goals include a closer working
relationship both at emergencies and training evolutions, and to minimize the cost of specialized equipment.
As an example Allenstown maintains a rescue vehicle which carries items such as a hydraulic rescue tool.
Rather than Pembroke duplicating this purchase, Allenstown may agree to respond automatical!)
whenever Pembroke receives a report of a motor vehicle accident involving personal injury. Discussions
are continuing with changes expected during 1997. Ultimately the citizens of both Towns should receive
enhanced services at little additional cost.
Have you ever had an interest in the fire service? Do you think that because you are female you are
excluded? Are you willing to make a commitment to helping your neighbor in time of need? The Pembroke
Fire Department is constantly seeking new talent. We all have many demands upon our time, but few are
as rewarding as serving your community. And. we currently have two female members who fight fire and
pump cellars right beside the rest of us. If you wish to check us out stop by any evening you see vehicles
at the fire station and ask for a guided tour.
Please remember you are most at risk from the danger of fire right in your own home. Replace those
smoke detector batteries annually and, if you have disabled it due to nuisance alarms, such as from cooking,
call and leave a request for assistance with our fire safety inspector. He can offer advice on proper
placement to safeguard your family. Maintain a fire extinguisher, practice exit drills, keep at least one fire
escape ladder in second floor sleeping areas, and inspect your home for fire hazards. We have numerous
publications available to assist you with these efforts; leave a message at our business number. Be especialh
careful with the placement of gas grills; many people have lost their homes when grills were placed too close
to the outside wall and a leak developed in the gas line. The resulting fire is of such intensity that the
building is typically consumed prior to the arrival of the fire department.
If this sounds like a whole lot of preaching, well it is, but it's because we care about the safety of you
and your family. We are here to help you when needed, but that means that someone is already in trouble.
How much better it would be if no one ever had to call the fire department for a life-threatening fire
emergency. Working together we can attain that goal, but it requires the efforts of everyone.
Please be fire safe and please, pull off the road to let emergency vehicles pass; the personnel on board
may be responding to a crisis involving a loved one of yours.
The Officers and Members of the Pembroke Fire Department
Richard S. Chase, Chief
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TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your local Warden
or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing any open burning. Violations of RSA 227-
L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression
costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the N.H. Division of Forests and Lands, Forest Protection
Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with forest fire suppression, prevention
and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest laws. If you have any
questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws please call our office at 271-221 7.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract aircraft patrols.
This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from local fire departments.
1996 FIRE STATISTICS
(Cost Shared)































The following inspections are listed by type:
1996 ACTIVITIES
DAY CARE FACILITIES 28






SITE PLAN REVIEW 14
CHIMNEY 4
WELFARE 7
This division also has ongoing inspections with all schools, public buildings, and high hazard areas. If
you have any questions concerning your home's safety please give the Fire Prevention Division a call at 485-








TOWN MEETING WARRANT FOR PEMBROKE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF PEMBROKE, IN THE COUNTY OF
MERRIMACK, IN SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS:
You arc hereby notified to meet at the Pembroke Village School on Tuesday. March 1 1. 1997 from
I 1 00 a in until 7:00 p.m. for the casting of ballots; and at the Pembroke Academy Auditorium in said
Pembroke on Saturday. March 15. 1997, at 10:00 a.m., to act upon the following articles:
BALLOT ARTICLES
MARCH 11, 1997
1 To choose all necessary officers for the year ensuing.
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendments to the existing Zoning Ordinance of the
Town of Pembroke as proposed by the Planning Board:
AMENDMENT #1
Amend Article XIV. Section 143-1 1 1, by adding a new section F, to read as follows:
F. To hear and decide any equitable waivers of this chapter pursuant to RSA 674:33-a.
as amended. (Equitable Waivers);
Explanation: Section 143-1 1 1 outlines the duties and powers of the Zoning Board of
Adjustment. The State legislature passed legislation in 1996 allowing Zoning Boards to grant
equitable waivers, or deviations, from the property setbacks or other dimensional requirements,
without showing hardship as required under the current variance process.
Individuals seeking relief from the setback requirements will still be required to go in front of
the Zoning Board of Adjustment and have a public hearing, however the standards for relief
have been reduced. Adoption of this section will bring the Zoning Ordinance into
compliance with state statutes
DELIBERATIVE SESSION
MARCH 15, 1997
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seventy thousand dollars
($70,000) to be added to the Town Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
Recommended by Board ofSelectmen. Not recommended by Budget Committee.
(Majority vote required)
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed one hundred forty-five
thousand dollars ($145,000) to purchase a rubbish packer and a one ton dump truck with equipment
and to authorize the w ithdraw al of a sum not to exceed one hundred forty-five thousand dollars
($145,000) from the Town Equipment Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose.
Recommended by Board ofSelectmen. Not recommended by Budget Committee.
(Majority vote required)
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed one hundred sixty-two
thousand dollars ($162,000) to purchase a fire tanker truck and to authorize the withdrawal of a sum
not to exceed one hundred sixty-two thousands dollars ($162,000) from the Fire Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund created for this purpose. Recommended by Board ofSelectmen. Recommended by
Budget Committee.
(Majority vote required)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000) to be added to the Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
Recommended by Board ofSelectmen. Not recommended by Budget Committee.
(Majority vote required)
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seven thousand dollars ($7,000)
to be added to the Academy Road Sidewalk Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
Recommended by Board ofSelectmen. Recommended by Budget Committee.
(Majority vote required)
8. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for
the purchase of small equipment by the Fire Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen
thousand dollars ($15,000) to be placed in this fund, and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents
to expend. Recommended by Board ofSelectmen. Recommended by Budget Committee.
(Majority vote required)
9. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35: 1 for
the purchase of office equipment and to raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand eight hundred
fifty thousand dollars ($2,850) to be placed in this fund, and to designate the Board of Selectmen as
agents to expend. Recommended by Board ofSelectmen. Not recommended by Budget Committee.
(Majority vote required)
10. (By petition) To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars
($30,000) to be added to the Library Building capital reserve fund previously established
in 1937. Recommended by Library Board of Trustees. Not recommended by Board ofSelectmen.




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,797,424 which represents the
operating budget. Said sum does not include special articles addressed.
12. Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of Pembroke, based on assessed
value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years. $15,000;
for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years. $30,000; for a person 80 years of age or older $60,000.
To quality, the person must have been a New: Hampshire resident for at least five (5) years, own the
real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must have
been married for at least five (5) years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more
than $18,400 or. if married, a combined net income of less than $26,400 and own net assets not in
excess of $35,000. excluding the value of the person's residence.
13 To sec ifthe Town will vote to discontinue and relinquish all interests of the Town therein a portion
of Sand Road beginning at a point nine hundred and fifty feet (950') from Pembroke Street/Route 3
and terminating at Sheep Davis Road/Route 106. pursuant to RSA 231:43. provided that the Town
incurs no expense resulting from the discontinuance.
14 To see ifthe Town will vote to accept the provisions of RSA 202-A:4 (d) authorizing the Pembroke
Library Trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than money, which may be offered to the
library for any public purpose, and such authorization shall remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of
the Town meeting. No acceptance of any personal property shall be deemed to bind the Town or the
Library Trustees to raise, appropriate, or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance,
repair, or replacement of such personal property.
15. To hear the reports of auditors, agents and committees or of officers heretofore chosen, and to pass
any vote relating thereto.
16. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.





Town of Pembroke. NH
Posting Certification
We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named, to meet at the time and place and for
the purpose within mentioned, by posting an attested copy of the within warrant at the Pembroke Town
Hall, Pembroke Village School, and Pembroke Academy on the 21st day of February, 1997.




Town of Pembroke. NH
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE




61 So.Spnng St, P.O.Box 1122
Concorti. NH 033021122
(003) 271-3397
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF PEMBROKE N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1997 to December 31, 1997 or
for Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This means the
operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the town
clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
Budget) Committee:(Please sign in ink.)
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year 1997 3udget: of the Town of PEMBROKE, MH MS-7
Acct.
No.








TAXES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3120 Land Use Change Taxes 3,945 12,109 2, COG
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Yield Taxes 3,500 5 , 048 7,000
3186 Payaent in Lieu of Taxes 35,100 35,000 35,000
3189 Other Taxes
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 125,000 131,585 140,000
>tttt»W<a*¥:>Wtt«*es SEWER BETTERMENT 51,016
LICENSES,PERMITS t FEES XXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXX
. 3210 Business Licenses S Permits
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 535,000 353,498 560,000
3230 Building Permits 10,250 15,391 20,000
3290 Other Li censes, Permits & Fees 14,000 22,055 20,598
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues 51,013 51,013 52,650
3352 Heals & Rooms Tax Distribution 53,046 53,046 53,422
3353 Highway Block Grant 99,006 99,006 108,035
3354 Water Pollution Grant 20,139 20,139 19,297
3355 Housing S Community Development
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) 66 ,520 33,108 99,271
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3401-3406 Income from Departments 215,000 173,311 151,000
3409 Other Charges GAS SALE-SCHOOL 13,235 14,123 10,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3501 Sale of Hum ci pal Property 121,965 121,968
3502 Interest on Investments 115,000 119,589 110,000
3503-3509 Other
IHTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3912 Special Revenue Funas
Page 5 of 6
Year 1997 3ucget of the Town of PEMBROKE, MH MS-7
3912 Special Revenue Funds
Acer.
MO.
SOURCE OF REVENUE Warr.
Art.f
Est lasted Revenue Actual Revenue
Prior Year Prior Year
ESTIMATED REVENUE For
Ensuing Fiscal Year
3913 Capital Projects Fund 155 L iZ. - —
3914 Enterprise Fund
Sewer - (Offset) 152,056 252,356 275,929
Water - (Offset) 362,900 362,300 364 , 175
Electric - (Offset)
3915 Capital Reserve Fund 70,000 69, i:2 162,000
3916 Trust & Agency Funds 285 285
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc.froa Long Ters Bonds S Notes
Aaounts Voted Froa "Surplus" XXXX7XXXX
"Surplus" Used in Prior Year to Reduce Taxes xxxxxxxxx XXX3XXXX3LX
TOTAL REVENUES 2,187,125 2,207,310 2,243,006
BUDGET SUMMARY SELECTMEN BUDGET COMMITTEE
SUBTOTAL 1 rucoatnded (froa page 4) 3,922,142 3,797,424
SUBTOTAL 2 'Individual" warrant
articles (froa page 4)
307,000 162 .
SUBTOTAL 3 Special warrant articles
aa defined by Law (froa page 4)
119,850 22,000
TOTAL Appropriations ff«rr—fnriiri 4,348,992 3, 381,4 24
Less: Aaount of Estiaated Revenues
(Exclusive of Property
Taxes) (froa above) 2,388,006 2,243,006
Aaount of Taxes To Be Raised 1,960,986 1,7 38,418
HELP! We ask your assistance in the following: If you have a line item of
appropriations from more than one warrant article, please use the space below to
identify the raake-up of the line total for the ensuing year
Acct. No. W . A . No
.
Amount Acct .No. W.A. No. Amount





PEMBROKE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF PEMBROKE,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Pembroke Village School in said District on the 1 1th
day of March, 1997 at 1 1 :00 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose one member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
The polls are to open at 1 1 :00 A.M. and will close not earlier than 7:00 P.M.
All other School District buisness to be conducted at the regular School District meeting as
otherwise posted.







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF PEMBROKE,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at Pembroke Academy in said District on the 8th day of March,
1997 at 10:00 o'clock in the morning to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen, and to pass any vote
relating thereto.
2. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to accept gifts and donations from
any source on behalf of the School District.
3. To see if the District will vote to extend the F.I.C.A. exclusion limit, in accordance with the
Social Security Independence and Program Act of 1994, to exempt School District election workers
earning less than $1,000 annually from F.I.C.A. withholding obligations.
4. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000 for the purpose of
conducting additional architectual and engineering studies at Pembroke Academy as a continuation of
the study authorized for 1996/97. These studies were recommended in the report of the A.R.E.A.
Space Needs Committee, a group of citizens representing all A.R.E.A. member communities. (School
Board recommends approval. Budget Committee recommends approval.)
5. BY PETITION, To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,644.00 for
the purpose of financing computer software and minor components related to computers being
refurbished and repaired for use by the school district. There are at present, twenty computers ready to
be delivered to the school district, twelve of which are scheduled to be delivered to the architectual
(drafting) department at Pembroke Academy. There are approximately eighty computers in various
stages of repair and or useable condition. (School Board recommends approval. Budget Committee
recommends approval.
6. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $49,337 for the purpose of
supporting technology improvements in the School District. (School Board recommends approval.
Budget Committee does not recommend approval).
7. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to $30,000, from surplus,
to be added to the School Building Capital Reserve Fund previously established, and to authorize the
use/transfer of up to $30,000, from the June 30, 1997 fund balance for this purpose. (School Board
recommends approval. Budget Committee recommends approval.)
8. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to $30,000, from surplus,
to be added to the Major Equipment Trust Fund previously established, and to authorize the
use/transfer of up to $30,000 from the June 30, 1997 fund balance for this purpose. (School Board
recommends approval. Budget Committee recommends approval.)
9. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to $30,000, from surplus,
to be added to the Special Education Trust Fund previously established, and to authorize the
use/transfer of up to $30,000 from the June 30, 1997 fund balance for this purpose. (School Board
recommends approval. Budget Committee recommends approval.)
10. To see if the District will vote to authorize the withdrawal of $35,475 from the School Building
Capital Reserve fund for the purpose of roof repair (P.A. and Village) and fields improvement (T.R.S.).
School Board recommends approval. Budget Committee recommends approval.)
1 1
.
To see what sum of money the District will raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for
the payment of salaries and benefits for school district officials and agents and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District.
12. To choose Agents and Committees in relation to any subjects embraced in the Warrant.
13. To transact other business that may legally come before said meeting.


















































To Federal Projects Fund
To Food Service Fund
To Special Revenue Fund
To Capital Reserve Fund

































REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE REVENUES BUDGET BUDGET
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES 1996/97 1997/98 1997/98
Fund Balance Voted from Surplus 54,279 90,000 90,000
Foundation Aid 1,290,336 1,116,127 1,116,127
School Building Aid 107,014 107,014 107,014
Area Vocational School 12,701 12,700 12,700
Catastrophic Aid 14,412 17,590 17,590
Child Nutrition 6,780 8,438 8,438
ECIA - 1 & II 68,000 68,000 68,000
Child Nutrition Program 95,426 102,248 102,248
Transfer from Capital Reserve Fund 25,850 35,475 35,475
Tuition 2,708,530 3,007,015 3,007,015
Earned on Investments 5,578 7,400 7,400
Pupil Activities - Special Education Aides 30,000 37,500 37,500
Rentals/Transportation/Misc. 103,024 68,888 68,888
Lunch Sales 290,963 285,652 285,652
Total School Revenues & Credits 4,812,893 4,964,047 4,964,047
District Assessment 5,888,033 6,416,838 6,123,105




1996 was a quiet year for the Planning Board compared to other years. The Planning Board reviewed
and approved 4 residential subdivisions with a total of 10 new lots. The Board also reviewed a subdivision
in the limited office zone which has more than 15 developable acres off of Route 3.
The Planning Board approved the two unique applications that were presented late in 1995. These two
applications were the miniature golf course located behind Lang's Ice Cream on Pembroke Street, and the
rowing club facility north of Memorial Field near the Merrimack River.
Approval was granted for a major site plan for a non-profit educational facility on Pembroke Street.
There were several meetings with much input by the abutters and the general public. The Board was pleased
to see the large turnout and the input that was received on this one plan and would welcome more people to
participate on other plans that come before the Board.
The Board will be reviewing some planning and zoning issues this coming year and will welcome
comments and suggestions from the public.
I would like to thank all the members of the Planning Board for their long hours of work. Like other
boards and commissions, the Planning Board consists of volunteer citizens who sacrifice their personal time
to help govern our town. I would also like to thank Michael Toepfer, Planning Director, for all of his efforts,





ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT REPORT
The /oning Board of Adjustment consists of five members and two altemates(all volunteers), whose duty
is to interpret the zoning ordinance and have the power to grant Variances, Special Exceptions, and hear
Appeals from Administrative Decisions.
A variance is the establishment of a use which is otherwise prohibited by the zoning
ordinance. The variance is a relief valve from which, if strictly applied, would deny a property
owner all beneficial use of his land and thus possibly amount to a confiscation.
A special exception is a use of land or buildings that is permitted subject to specific conditions that are
set forth in the Ordinance. All special exceptions must be made in harmony with the general purpose and
intent of the zoning ordinance and be made in accordance with the general or specific rules contained in the
ordinance.
The Board also has the power to hear and decide Appeals if it is alleged that there is an error in any
order, requirement, decision or determination made by an Administrative Official in the enforcement of the
Zoning Ordinance. An appeal from an administrative decision must be made in the time period established
in the ZBA's rules of procedure.
In 1996 the Zoning Board of Adjustment received ten (10) applications. The breakdown is as follows:
Variances 4 Cases 4 Granted
Special Exceptions 5 Cases 5 Granted
Administrative Appeals 1 Case Granted
William R. Bonney,
Chairman
Zoning Board of Adjustment
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER' S REPORT
1 996 was a fairly typical year for new construction in Pembroke. Housing starts were up slightly, while
commercial and industrial permits were down. Though the number of new houses was only two more than
1995, the average construction cost increased by more than $10,000.00.
There always seems to be confusion concerning the need for a building permit. You would require a
permit for any of the following activities.
To construct or alter a structure
To demolish or move a structure
To install electrical wiring
To install a swimming pool
To construct an addition
To install plumbing
To install a fence
To install or repair a septic system
Any one with questions concerning Building Codes, Zoning or Building Permits should contact Town
Hall for assistance.
PERMITS ISSUED IN 1996
























































The Cemetery Commission has completed two long-term projects, both started in 1987. The first project
has been to obtain detailed surveyor's plans of each town-owned cemetery. Completion of plans for Old
North Pembroke Cemetery on North Pembroke Road, the last to be mapped, brought this project to a
conclusion in November, 1995. The Commission has also obtained AutoCadd (Computer Assisted Design
and Drafting) disks of each cemetery plan for use with the town's computers and plotters. These disks will
allow the town to update plans as changes occur in each cemetery. Computer disks and Mylar master prints
of each plan are filed in the town planner's office.
The Commission's second long-term project has been the repair of all broken or leaning monuments in
each cemetery. With completion of work in Old North Pembroke Cemetery in August, 1996, all damaged
monuments have been treated. The Commission will continue to monitor all town cemeteries each spring
for winter damage and will repair any stones that need care.
New Hampshire law requires that all public cemeteries be protected by fences and gates. In 1996, the
Commission repaired the steel pipe fence and gates ofNew North Pembroke Cemetery on North Pembroke
Road.
The Town of Pembroke was the recipient of a generous memorial gift in 1996. Terence Perry of Pern
Brothers Monument Company designed, fashioned, and installed a granite monument commemorating a
group of unidentified soldiers who are buried near the back of Buck Street Cemetery, close to the banks of
the Suncook River. Bearing a flying American flag, the stone is "Dedicated to the Unknown Veterans Buried
Here." The monument was formally dedicated on Memorial Day by the American Legion, with appropriate
remarks by Charles Whittemore.
The Commission was glad to welcome Arthur Fowler as a new member to fill the place left vacant by
the death of Ben Bailey. Art Fowler previously served on the Commission from 1987 to 1993, and during
much of that time was Commission chairman.
As it has in prior years, the Commission solicits contributions or bequests to the Cemetery Improvement
Fund, administered by the Trustees of Trust Funds. Enlargement of the fund through gifts from residents
and friends of Pembroke's cemeteries will provide an endowment for cemetery upkeep and improvement,
freeing the town's cemeteries from dependence on fluctuating town budgets and helping to make our historic
burying places a source of pride and beauty for the community. Gifts or bequests should be made care of





1996 was a growing year for the Pembroke Town Library. Our circulation increased to 23,400 as
compared to 9,984 for 1995. The library gained 200 new patrons. The staff in 1996 answered 2,860 reference
questions. 2,392 copies were made on our copy machine. Our new public-use Windows '95 computer and
printer saw daily use with students particularly utilizing the encyclopedia, and many citizens using the word
processor, the N.H. Job Works employment listing, and our several information disks. We received many
books from other libraries through the N.H. interlibrary loan system. The library also has a public-use FAX
machine. We now have three museum passes for families: for the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium, the
Museum of N.H. History, and the Mt. Kearsarge Indian Museum in Warner. These passes provide free
admission for a family of four and are popular during school vacations.
Our busiest time in 1996 was our summer reading program for children, ages 5-12, in July and August,
which was sponsored by First N.H. Bank, the N.H. Library Association, and the Pembroke Town Library.
Seventy-eight children participated, and 535 books were read. Some of the children rode on a float in the Old
Home Day parade.
Other library activities include preschool story hours on Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m. and an adult book
discussion group which meets every six weeks, led by our librarian. The library had a successful annual book
sale in July.
The staff includes the librarian, the assistant librarian, Diane Carantit, and excellent substitutes, Ginny
Batchelder and Mary Louise Grandmaison. Our trustees are impressively hard working. We also have a
healthy core of enthusiastic volunteers.
In 1997, our library looks forward to a grand celebration of its hundredth year with special programs at
the library and a celebratory float in the Old Home Day parade. Because we have far outgrown our present
library facility, we plan to appoint a committee of interested citizens to begin a study of future needs.
The staff and trustees of the library thank our citizens for their active participation at our facility and
their generous donations.
The trustees meet every third Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. at the library. The public is welcome to attend.
Library Hours
Monday 1:00 p.m. 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday 10:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m
Wednesday 1:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.
Thursday 1:00 p.m. 8:30 p.m.
Friday 1:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. 2:00 p.m.
Melinda J. Baxter Marilyn G. Ross







The Recreation Commission oversees the maintenance of Gamelin Memorial Field. Facilities at the park
include: basketball; four ball fields (one lighted) for baseball, softball and soccer; beach volleyball; fitness
course; playground; picnic area; pavilion; and a boat launch area. Each year the commission supports: a
soccer league for children (grades kindergarten-6), biddie basketball (grades 4-6), winter league basketball
(girls - grades 9-12), Little League baseball and softball, summer recreation softball, summer recreation
basketball (grades 7-12), a fishing derby, a summer recreation program, summer swimming, an annual
antique fire truck show, Almost Home Day Road Race and Old-Home Day activities.
Gordon Riedesel organized and directed the fourth annual Almost Home Day Road Race. The race, held
for walkers and runners, was very successful as more than 200 people participated. Proceeds from the race
were donated to the Pembroke Endowment Fund for the Hospice House in Concord. The commission would
like to thank the many volunteers and Pembroke Academy, which provided facilities, that helped make this
event successful.
Carla Gallivan and Beth Lavoie directed our summer recreation program. The program ran for five
weeks and included 30 children from Allenstown. The town of Allenstown helped to fund the program and
the commission would like to thank Jim Boisvert who was instrumental in involving our neighboring town.
Our directors did an outstanding job coordinating the program involving the two towns. Last year a highlight
was a sponsored trip to Fenway Park. It was an enjoyable evening for both students and parents that
attended. Throughout the summer, children were involved in sport activities, weekly field trips and arts &
crafts. We look forward to another exciting summer.
New Hampshire College hosted our summer swim program as Plausawa Valley" s pool was unavailable.
The commission would like to thank Ray Prouty who rearranged the pool schedule to accommodate
Pembroke, and adjusted the cost schedule to make it possible for Pembroke youth to enjoy this program in
an Olympic-size pool. The commission would also like to thank Sue Danault who directed the program on
such a short notice. Classes were offered in different ability levels. More than 80 children registered in these
classes.
Helen Fryer coordinates a program for senior citizens. The group (M & M*s) meets for luncheons,
schedules trips, and invites speakers to talk on various subjects. Helen continues to volunteer for various
projects in town and her efforts do not go unnoticed by the Commission. We would like to thank her for her
continued support.
Our intent next year is to continue existing programs, support an Eagle Scout project in the construction
of a gazebo, and work on stabilizing the river bank.
The commission would like to thank the many leagues who used the park this past year and cooperated
in keeping the park clean. This has always been an ongoing problem and this past year everyone cooperated.
Every year Henry Malo and the Highway Department assist the summer work crew on various projects. The
town is very fortunate to have someone of Henry's caliber. He and his staff are easily approachable and have









The Conservation Commission has been busy with many projects this year. We have added several new
members who have added ideas and energy.
The commission worked to develop a conservation-recreation area near White Sands Beach area. Many
citizens enjoy hiking, bathing or sunning themselves and White Sands was often crowded. Unfortunately we
were plagued with instances of vandalism and the use of this area needs to be reevaluated.
We have benefitted from the help of several Eagle Scouts who are involved in projects throughout our
town. Scouts were working on our Whittemore and Town Forest lands during this past year. These areas are
now completed and are being enjoyed by Pembroke citizens. Several different hiking trails were developed
on both sites. Signs were placed on the Whittemore and the Town Forest land to clearly identify the paths.
Maps of the trails for the Whittemore site are available in the Town Hall. Trail locations for the Town Forest
can be obtained on site.
The commission has purchased a piece of land along the Merrimack. The town presently owns several
stretches of land, and the long-range plan is to develop a Merrimack River Greenway. This would be a
recreational trail system which would become part of a statewide trail system. Mike Toepfer, Director of
Planning, is working on a grant to facilitate the purchase of land.
The Conservation Commission has taken an active role in evaluating the impact that development will
have on our town wetlands areas. We have had several walks to view properties and are available in an
advisory role to the New Hampshire Wetlands Board when necessary.
Lastly, we hope to do some long-range planning related to land purchases for recreation and
conservation. Pembroke is fortunate to have open space, and we want to evaluate the future needs of the
Town with input from a professional planner.




PEMBROKE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
1996 has been a year of continued growth and activity in the commercial district along Rt. 106. The
I own has received 13 applications for site plans and have been receiving 8-10 inquires per month regarding
the commercial district.. Two new building sites have been approved and several existing sites have been
renovated or expanded. The growth along Rt. 106 has been able to offset the loss in our tax base resulting
from the settlement with PSNH.
The EDC has continued it's effort to increase the visibility of Pembroke. Though the Towns effort to
restore the name of the Post Office to Pembroke did not succeed the EDC has continued it's efforts to get
PEMBROKE shown on maps. The phone company and several map makers have agreed to show Pembroke
on their maps beginning with their next printing.
Our advertising efforts have been expanded to include the New Hampshire Business Review. The
Interface Monthly, the NH relocation guide and the Concord Monitor's Business Profile. Additionally the
Towns Home Page on the World Wide Web is up and accessible at http://www.Pembroke-nh.com. Our Web-
Site has been developed to provide an inexpensive means of advertising our commercial district throughout
the country. Half of the cost relating to establishing the site have been covered through a state grant.
The EDC has received over 120 entries for the Pembroke Slogan Contest. The winning slogan will be
used to promoted Pembroke and it's commercial development effort. The EDC will select the best 3 slogans
and present them at the town meeting to determine the winner.
The EDC is currently evaluating two programs designed to stimulate the growth of local economies. The
first is the MAIN STREET PROGRAM. This program is focused on a town's downtown business district.
It's intent is to provide consulting services for developing marketing strategies, building renovations and
management techniques. The second program is a REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION. This allows local business access to low cost loans, coordinated and dedicated
development efforts through a private non-profit corporation. The initial capital for starting the corporation
is provide by the state.
The Economic Development Committee meets at 7:00 PM on the third Thursday of each month in the
Town Hall. If you have any comments, questions or suggestions regarding the development and stimulation
of our economy, the Committee would appreciate you input and participation at our meetings. We also can
provide companies, desiring to expand, access to a variety of state, federal, and private organizations




Pembroke Economic Development Committee
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
UNH Cooperative Extension provides Merrimack County residents with research-based education and
information, enhancing their ability to make informed decisions that strengthen youth, families, and
communities, sustain natural resources, forests, wildlife and agriculture, and improve the economy.
As your local link to the University of New Hampshire, Cooperative Extension provides practical
education to people of all ages.
Because of our partnership with Merrimack County, the State of New Hampshire and the federal
government, we go by the special name of UNH Cooperative Extension. In every Merrimack County
community, this partnership is at work, increasing economic development, enhancing the environment and
developing human potential.
Extension educators provide informal educational programs in the areas of Natural Resources and
Family, Community and Youth, advised and assisted by a local advisory council.
Merrimack County residents also benefit from state-wide Extension programming. Among these many
local and state efforts are monitoring water quality in our lakes and rivers, reducing the use of pesticides,
parenting programs, 4-H and Youth Development programs, land use management, food safety, forest
stewardship, family finances, meeting the needs of low income families, strengthening our communities,
developing a strong volunteer base and providing research-based information to citizens.
The staff in Merrimack County includes nine Extension educators, two state specialists and three support
staff. Educators reach approximately 1.5 out of every four families in the county.
Visit our office, located at the Merrimack County Nursing Home Complex, 327 Daniel Webster
Highway, Boscawen. We're open Monday - Friday, 8 AM until 4:30 PM. Or call us at 225-5505 and 796-




This past summer and fall the Water Works crew was very bus) with the conversion of a 1 1/4 inch water
line to a 6 inch water line and the addition of a hydrant on Beacon Hill Road. The Water Works had not
intended to change that water line in 1996 but the Sewer Commission was extending sewer to the street and
the Water Commissioners decided this was an opportune time to change the water line. The crew was also
kept bus} because of the extension of sewer lines on Brickett Hill. Bean Hill, and Center Road. The
construction company working for the Sewer Commission damaged several of the water services on these
streets.
The Superintendent and crew spent much of the spring and summer inspecting the installation of an 8
inch water line in the Brittany Place subdiv ision. During the fall the crew oversaw the installation of several
sen ices to the properties within that subdivision.
In late fall the crew was busy with the reconstruction of Church. Crescent, and Central Streets. Services
were repaired and a hydrant was relocated in that area.
A public hearing was held in December on the reclassification of groundwater in the contributing areas
of our wells (wellhead protection areas). This was in part our continuing education to the public on the need
of protecting the groundwater.
Respectfully submitted,
William Stanley





To the Board of Water Commissioners of Pembroke Water Works
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Pembroke Water Works as of December 31, 1996
and 1995, and the related statements of income, retained earnings, and cash flows for the years then ended.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of Pembroke Water Works as of December 31, 1996 and 1995, and the results of its
operations and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic financial statements taken as a
whole. The schedules of operating expenses on page 8 is presented for the purposes of additional analysis
and is not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements, and in our opinion, is fairly stated
in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.





BALANCE SHEET - ASSETS
:URRENT ASSETS 1996 1995
Cash
Savings accounts $66,704 $63,836
Checking accounts 51,909 68,353
Change fund 185 185
Capital reserve fund account (Note E) 19.112 13,819
Escrow cash _ 261
137,910 146.454
Accounts receivable 12,166 11.634
Material and supplies inventory (Note A) 21,306 21,431
Prepaid insurance 3,073 4,262
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT (Note A)
Land
Structures





























LONG-TERM DEBT, less portion payable within
one year classified as a current liability (Note C) 50.000 75,000
CAPITAL
Municipal investment (Note D)
Retained earnings (operating)













STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS AND RETAINED EARNINGS
























Finance service charges on delinquent accounts
Gain on sale of assets
Miscellaneous Income
NET (LOSS) INCOME
Retained earnings at beginning of year














STATEMENTS OF CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
OPERATING REVENUE (Note E) 1996 1995
Permit fees $4,500 $5,445
NON-OPERATING REVENUE
Interest 793 697
NET INCOME 5,293 6,142
Capital reserve fund at beginning of year 13,982 7,840













STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Net Income - operations and reserve
Non-cash expense included in net income
Depreciation and amortization
(Gain) loss on disposal of equipment








NET CASH PROVIDED BY
OPERATING ACTIVITIES 62,029 77,262
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Capital expenditures (46,563) (68,545)
Proceeds on sale of assets 990 3,065
NET CASH (USED BY)
INVESTING ACTIVITIES (45,573) (65,480)
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Debt reduction payments on bond (25,000) (25,000)
NET CASH (USED FOR)
FINANCING ACTIVITIES
NET (DECREASE) INCREASE IN CASH
CASH BEGINNING OF YEAR
CASH AT END OF YEAR
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOW INFORMATION







NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NOTE A - ACCOUNTING POLICIES
I he principal accounting policies of Pembroke Water Works ("the Water Works") are as follow
Business Activity
The Water Works provides water service to residents and businesses located in the towns of Pembroke
and Allenstown. This provides a customer base of 2,004 accounts representing 3.167 individual units.
Accounting Basis
The Water Works uses the accrual method of accounting for all revenue and expenses.
Propert) and Equipment
These assets are carried at cost. Maintenance repairs and minor renewals are expensed as incurred and
renewals and betterments are capitalized. When an asset is retired or disposed of. the related costs and
accumulated depreciation are removed from the accounts and any gain or loss on the disposition is credited
or charged to income. Provision is made on the straight-line method for depreciation by annual charges to
operations calculated to absorb the costs over the estimated useful lives of the assets.
The cost of water mains included under the caption "Water distribution equipment" reflects only those
costs actual ly expended by the Water Works. In prior years, the Water Works acquired title to additional
mains located in housing development areas. The cost of such mains has been borne by the developer.
I nder the standard contract provision mains installed in development areas become the property of the Town
after a specified period of time. The cost of mains so acquired is not reflected in the property and equipment
accounts.
Inventory
Material and supply inventory is valued at the First In - First Out (FIFO) method.
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
The Company considers accounts receivable to be fully collectible; accordingly, no allowance for
doubtful accounts is required.
Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and
liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
NOTE B - EASEMENT AGREEMENT
In August, 1973, the State ofNew Hampshire granted to the Water Works an easement and right of way
for the construction of a well and pumping station on land situated in Bear Brook State Park. Under the
terms of the easement agreement, the Water Works is obligated to supply up to 50,000 gallons of water a day
indefinitely to the State at no charge.
NOTE C - LONG TERM DEBT
Long-term debt consisted of the following at December 31, 1996 and 1995.
1996 1995
7.5$ serial bond issued 1988, and maturing at the
rate of $30,000 annually beginning in 1990 and
maturing in 1999, backed by the full faith and
credit of the Town of Pembroke. $75,000 $ 1 00,000
Less portion payable within one year classified
as a current liability 25,000 25,000
TOTAL LONG-TERM DEBT NET OF
CURRENT PORTION $50,000 $75,000







NOTE D - MUNICIPAL INVESTMENT
During fiscal year 1985 Pembroke Water Works constructed a new water main on Route 106 from
Pembroke Street to the Concord City Line. The town of Pembroke voted to authorize $200,000 for this
construction and issued this amount to Pembroke Water Works. This increased the municipal investment to
$213,693 at December 31, 1985. The total construction cost of this project was $213,815.
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PEMBROKE WATER WORKS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
NOTI I - CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
During fiscal year 1986. Pembroke Water Works established a $750 per unit tap fee to finance
construction, reconstruction, acquisition of needed water works system equipment, improvements and/or the
acquisition o\' land for water system expansion. The fee is only charged to Pembroke and Allenstown
applicants: monies are held by the town trustees of trust funds. The fund amounted to SI 9.275 and SI 3.982
at December 31, 1996 and 1995. respectively.
NOTE F - DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN
During 1988, the company established a deferred compensation plan available to all employees in
accordance with section 457 of the Internal Revenue Code. The employee contributions to the plan were
$1 1,232 and $12,513 for 1996 and 1995 respectively. The plan is administered by a third party.
During 1996 the Company elected to charge salaries before reduction of deferred compensation to the
various labor accounts. This is a change from the prior years during which salaries were charged to the
various labor accounts after reduction for deferred compensation.
NOTE G - RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The Company entered into the following related party transaction with members of the Board of
Commissioners:
Purchase of heating oil & kerosene with
Edward Lavallee of Lavallee Oil, Inc. $2,042
Purchase of paving services with William Stanley
of William Stanley & Son. 4.407
NOTE H - CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLE
During the year ended December 31, 1996 the Company changed to the FIFO method of inventory




SCHEDULES OF OPERATING EXPENSES
Water supply and pumping:
Power purchases
Pumping station labor
Pumping station supplies and expense
Repairs - pumping station structures
and equipment
Purification labor
Water purification supplies and expense
Water distribution:
Gravel and hot top
Labor, repairs and supplies - service
Labor, repairs and supplies - hydrants
Labor, repairs and supplies - mains











Store department and shop
Professional fees



































The sewer extension has been completed on the following streets: Route 3/106, Beacon Hill Road. Bean
Hill Road, and Carrie Avenue. The sewer line on Center Road has been upgraded to stop groung water
infiltration into the sewer system.
The new pump stations are operating and the pump station on Bow Lane will be having maintenance
work this year.
The Pembroke and Allenstown sewer departments purchased a press systems for the Waste Treatment
Plant This is the beginning of an upgrade for the plant in the disposal of waste.
We still do not give abatements for pools, lawns or garden watering unless a meter of Badger type,
acquired through the sewer department, was installed.
It is our belief that the sewer users fee will remain approximately the same this year inclusive of all
changes factored in our plan.
The Pembroke Sewer Commission meets at the Pembroke Town Hall every third (3rd ) Tuesday of the
month at 7:00 p.m. We will be glad to answer all of your questions on sewer problems or hook-up. In case
of emergency, please call the Sewer Department at 485-8658. If you call is not returned within a reasonable
amount of time, you may obtain our home phone numbers through the Town Hall.









































1 50-Maintenance - Other
100-Pump Station 1 - Other











































350-Maintenance - Other $520.00
300-Pump Station 3 - Other $7,000.00 $10,000.00







450-Maintenance - Other $520.00
400-Pump Station 4 - Other $7,000.00 $9,000.00
Total 400-Pump Station 4 $3,560.68 $7,000.00 $9,000.00




5 10- Equipment $69.90
5 1 5-Contractors $852.14
550-Maintenance - Other $520.00
500- Pump Station 5 - Other $7,000.00 $9,000.00




650-Maintenance - Other $1,700.00 $1,400.00
600-Col lection System - Other $10,000.00 $5,000.00
Total 600-Co/lection System $12,100.00 $11,800.00
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720-Postage $1,032.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00
725-Town Report $3,300.00 $3,300.00
722-Contractors $3,069.73 $3,500.00 $3,500.00
700-Administration - Other $150.00 $150.00
Total 700-Administration $4,732.49 $10,300.00 $9,100.00
710-Offwe
705-Labor-Secretary $1,916.18 $2,052.00 $8,000.00
71 1 -Telephone $421.10 $400.00 $400.00
712-Supplies $52.74 $2,500.00 $1,000.00
713-Miscellaneous $211.65 $400.00 $400.00
715-Office Equipment - Other $901.00 $300.00 $300.00
Total 710-Office $3,502.67 $5,652.00 $10,100.00
Other Expenses
732-Legal $246.37 $3,000.00
731 -Engineering $35.00 $5,000.00
730-Professional Fees - Other $296.05 $2,000.00
740-Misc. Expenses $1,414.88 $3,000.00
750-New Equipment $950.00 $2,000.00
800-Treatment Facility $137,669.45 $167,628.76 $193,583.50
Total Other Expenses $140,611.75 $182,628.76 $193,583.50











PEMBROKE AND ALLENSTOWN OLD HOME DAY
Slogan: Hands Across the Water
Theme: Holidays Through the Year
On August 24. 1996. the organizational efforts of all members of the Pembroke and Allenstown Old
Home Day Committee, the generosity of local businesses, non-profit organizations, and private individuals,
the cooperation of both town governments, highway, police, fire and rescue departments, and the volunteer
help o\' many citizens made another Old Home Day celebration a success.
All of you who watched the parade, visited Memorial Field to experience various kinds of entertainment,
viewed the Miss Old Home Day Pageant, shopped the flea market and craft area, consumed the manv
\arieties of foods, rode the horse-drawn wagon, horses and ponies and finally witnessed the spectacular
fireworks would probably agree.
As in any community organization it's continuance is dependent on all the above-mentioned
organizations, people and their on-going participation.
This year our committee has specific needs relative to individuals for specific chairpersons. At present
we need a committee chairperson, concession chairperson and fund development chairperson as well as
various helpers.
It is my sincere hope that a few of you will step forward and assist us. The remaining committee is
seasoned, hard-working and diligent. We all realize the importance of each others positions and recognize
the need for replacement of people. Please consider a tenure on the Pembroke and Allenstown Old Home
Day Committee and help us continue the Old Home Day tradition.
If you are interested in participating for just a few hours or to take on a committee position, please call
me any time at 224-7324.support financially and physically.
Thank you everyone for all your continued
Stephen L. Fowler
Acting Chairperson
P.S. We will all miss Roger Stone, a long time dedicated Old Home Day member.
Committee Members
Steve Fowler, Acting Chairperson (P) Nancy Despres, Fund Development (P)
Barbara Lewis. Fund Development (P) Michelle Rollo, Youth (A)
Sue Young. Program (A) Roger Stone. Glen Booth. Lions Club Rep. (P)
Jennifer Raiche, Secretary, Photographer (A) Janet Silva, Parade (A)
Celeste Borgman, Pembroke Representative (P) Rita Breton. Concessions (A)
Henriette Girard, Fund Development (A) Jane Gendron. Allenstown Representative. Youth
Claudette Bellerose, Craft & Flea Market (P) Lisa Desrochers. Program (P)
Keith Raiche, Photographer (A) Ron Lafond. Treasurer
Patricia Fowler, Parade (P) Maurice Regan. Publicity, Safety (P)
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TOWN OF PEMBROKE 1 ,500.00
TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN 1 ,500.00
CONCESSIONS 965.00
CRAFTS (40 SPACES @ $ 1 5) 600.00
RAFFLE SALES 1,031.00
NON-PROFIT DONATIONS 699.50
OLD HOME DAY TICKET SALES - RIDES 1 ,46 1 .20
INTEREST FOR 1996 55.42











PICNIC TABLE DONATION 50.00
PONY RIDES 600.00
MISCELLANEOUS 538.68
TOTAL 1996 EXPENSES: 12,471.78




The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission (CNHRPC) is a voluntary association of
20 towns in Merrimack and Hillsborough Counties and the City of Concord. The Town of Pembroke is a
member in good standing of the Commission.
Our mission is to improve, through education, training, and planning assistance, the ability of the
municipalities of the region to prepare and implement municipal plans; to prepare a plan for effective and
appropriate development and utilization of the resources of the region; and to assist municipalities in
carrying out the regional plan.
The Commission provides a variety of planning services, including telephone consultations on planning
issues; planning research; sample ordinances, regulations, and planning documents; models; data and access
to data sources; grant information; review and comment on planning documents; development review; and
educational programs. Membership also entitles a community to affordable master planning assistance, GIS
mapping, and grant preparation.
During 1996, our services in Pembroke included: providing assessed valuation and related information
for other towns and contacts for further information; responding to a request to take part in Road Surface
Management Systems project; and providing traffic counts on the roads requested.
During 1996 the Regional Planning Commission:
went on-line (cnhrpc@kear.tdsnet.com);
distributed the zoning amendment calendar to assist Towns with the amendment process;
processed 13 applications for $15,000,000 in special federal transportation projects, of which
$2,500,000 will be spent in Central NH communities;
created and distributed a new publication - the What's Up newsletter;
helped community representatives implement management plans for the Contoocook and
Merrimack Rivers;
presented and sponsored educational programs on regulating the land application of sludge; using
the planning related statutes; creating computerized tax maps; developing pocket parks; acquiring
conservation lands; and successfully managing the impacts of major events/facilities (NH
International Speedway);
maintained the land use, transportation, and hydrological data in the regional Geographic
Information System (GIS) and added data on conservation lands and historic sites;
conducted about 100 traffic counts on state and local highways;
amended the regional transportation plan; and
assisted the Central New Hampshire Solid Waste District in closing out its operations.
For additional information, please contact your town representatives to the Commission, Cynthia Lewis
and George Fryer, or CNHRPC staff.
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TRI-TOWN VOLUNTEER EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.
Emergency Telephone Number - 911
Dear Pembroke Residents:
1996 Proved to be an extremely busy year for Tri-Town Ambulance. We answered a record 1289 calls
for emergency medical service, of which 378 were in the Town of Pembroke. This past year, with our Cost
Recovery Project in full swing, we were able to update our medical equipment and purchase well needed
advanced life support supplies. Recently, we purchased and are now using a 12-lead EKG monitor. This
monitor, in the trained hands of our Paramedics, will supply vital information to area hospitals to speed up
the diagnosis and treatment of heart attack victims. Also with available funds, we were able to add-on a full-
time Paramedic to work with our volunteers on the weekends to help complement the full-time staff we
currently employ during the weekday business hours.
As you may already know, Tri-Town Ambulance has a dedicated group of volunteers and employed
members that will continue to strive to provide the best emergency medical care to the community. With
the continued support of the residents, businesses, Town Selectmen, and the Pembroke Fire and Police
Departments; Tri-Town Volunteer Ambulance shall continue to be one the leading providers of emergency
medical care in the State ofNew Hampshire.
We would like to thank the Pembroke Selectmen for their participation on our Executive Board, the
Pembroke Fire Department for their help and assistance "in the time of need", and all of the residents who
sent in letters and donations. As we celebrate our 25 th anniversary, Tri-Town Ambulance is living proof that









Allenstown Hooksett Pembroke Total














Program Travel 10,000 miles x .26 2,600.00















Federal Share: 37% - $22,153.00
All Town Share: 63% -$38,030.00
Total: 100% 100% - $60,183.00
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BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
SUNCOOK AREA CENTER REPORT
SERVICES PROVIDED
COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD PROGRAM is a nutrition program that offers participants free
nutritious foods to supplement their daily diet. The program serves children under six years of age, women
during pregnancy and up to 12 months after the birth of their baby and low income elderly. Food is
distributed from our Concord warehouse. Value $22.21 per unit. *(An individual may not be enrolled in
both the WIC Program and CSFP but a family may have members on both programs.)
UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS TOTAL VALUE
Packages - 548 Persons - 44 $12,171.08
CONGREGATE MEALS - All senior citizens are welcome to our congregate meal sites for nutritious hot
meals, social/recreational activities and special events. Value $5.33 per meal.
Meals -580 Persons -21 $3,091.40
EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES provide up to three days of food for people facing temporary food crisis.
Value $3.00 per meal.
Meals - 9,282 Persons - 442 $27,846.00
FUEL ASSISTANCE is available to income eligible households to help with energy costs during the prime
heating season. Priority is given to the elderly and disabled. The average benefit for the 95-96 program was
$334.00.
Applicants- 131 Individuals - 324 $38,979.53
MEALS-ON-WHEELS provides the delivery of nutritionally balanced hot meals to homebound elderly or
adult residents five days per week. Value $5.91 per meal.
Meals- 8326 People - 40 $49,206.66
CAP TRANSPORTATION provides regularly scheduled transportation to and from towns in Belknap and
Merrimack Counties to medical and professional facilities shopping centers, and congregate meal sites.
Value $5.56 per rideship.
Rides -230 Persons- 13 $1,462.80
SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM provides friendly visiting and respite services for homebound elderly.
Income eligible seniors (60+) serve as companions. Value to companions includes mileage, and weekly
stipend ($4.56 per unit). Value to visitees is comparable to similar private sector services ($4.56 per
unit/hour).
Visitee-8 Hours- 1243 $5,668.08
>3
WEA1 I II Rl/A I ION improves the energy efficiency of income eligible households. Supplemental program
also includes furnace replacement, water heater replacement and roof repair. Value includes average material
and labor costs of $1,363.21.
Homes -5 Persons - 6 $12,180.67
HOME - makes loans available to qualified income eligible homeowners to help them improve their homes




WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN provides specific food to supplement daily diet of pregnant or
nursing women as well as children under five. Participants receive medical/ nutritional screening, counseling
and education. Value includes cost of vouchers and clinical services at $38.50 per unit.
Vouchers - 1 1 02 Persons - 92 $42,427.00
NEIGHBOR HELPING NEIGHBOR FUND provides emergency energy assistance up to $250 for those not
eligible for fuel assistance.
Grants- 1
5
Persons - 49 $2,7 1 7.39
USDA COMMODITY SURPLUS FOODS are now distributed directly to local food pantries and soup
kitchens on a quarterly basis. Values are:
UNITS OF SERVICE TOTAL VALUE
Com $7.11 per case 4 $28.44
Orange Juice $ 10.12 2 $20.24
Apple Juice $9.57 3 $28.71
Applesauce $8.90 1 $8.90
Fruit Cocktail $16.32 2 $32.64
Peanut Butter $39.42 2 $78.84
Peas $7.39 1 $7.39
Tomato Sauce $6.98 1 $6.98
Spaghetti $7.10 1 $7.10
Macaroni $7.43 2 $14.86
Tomatoes $9.08 1 $9.08
Pears $15.30 2 $30.60
Rice $9.00 3 $27.00
Raisins $ 16.65 1 $16.65
Dates $19.28 1 $19.28
$336.71
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL - CAP provides utility, landlord/tenant, legal and health counseling as
well as referrals for housing, transportation and other life concerns. These support/advocacy services are not
tracked.
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CONCORD REGIONAL VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
REPORT OF THE TOWN OF PEMBROKE
The Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association continues to offer three major health services to the
residents of Pembroke: Home Care, Hospice and Primary Care.
Home Care services respond to the health care needs of those patients with acute or chronic illnesses that
require skilled professional and para-professional care so they may return to or remain in their homes.
Emphasis is on promoting independence and maximum functioning of the patient within the least restrictive
setting.
Hospice services provide professional and para-professional services to the terminally ill patient with
a limited life expectancy. The goal is to enhance the quality of the patient's remaining life by helping he/she
remain at home in comfort and dignity. Emphasis is on pain and symptom management and skilled
intervention to meet the patient's special physical, emotional and spiritual needs.
In April of 1994 Hospice expanded its services to provide residential care with the opening of New
Hampshire's first Hospice House. To date, this house has provided a home to approximately 1 58 terminally
ill residents.
Primary Care and Preventive Services expanded from a health promotion and prevention focus to Family
Health Center focus. The focus provides healthcare in a whole-life approach that means treating the
individual from birth to senior adulthood. The Family Health Center services include family-centered
medical care, preventive care, adult and senior health, child health, Baby's First Homecoming,
immunizations for all ages, school linked clinics, parent education and support, Family Planning and
Women's Health, obstetrical care, health education, nutritional counseling, HIV/AIDS counseling and
testing, Mental Health Services and Sexually Transmitted Disease testing and treatment.
The Family Health Center offers 24 hours/day, 7 days/week service including physician care, hospital
admitting privileges, and other care generally offered through a medical office setting. It is a joint initiative
between Concord Hospital and Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association and it is an educational site
for the NH/Dartmouth Family Practice Residency Program. Primary care physicians (from Concord
Hospital's new Family Practice Residency Program), graduate education medical students (residents),
registered nurse practitioners, registered nurses, social workers and other staff provided primary care to more
than 7,800 clients in FY 96.
Health Promotion services focus on the low and marginal income families and individuals to prevent
illness by professional assessment and screening for health risks and needs, by early intervention to prevent,
eliminate, or minimize the impact of illness and/or disability, and by anticipatory guidance and health
teaching. Emphasis is on promoting healthy children, families and individuals through early intervention and
health teaching. Services rendered in the clinic setting are: child health, prenatal, family planning, sexually
transmitted disease, adult screening, immunizations, and HIV (AIDS) testing and counseling. Home visits
are made in crisis situations or when needed health care cannot be given in the clinic. Senior health services
are provided at congregate housing sites.
Annual Report Town of Pembroke
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I lealth Promotion (cont)
Professional and para-professional hourly home services are provided on a private fee-for-service basis.
Health education and instruction are part of each home visit or clinic visit.
Anyone in Pembroke may request service; patient, doctor, health facility, pastor, friend or neighbor. All
requests are answered, but continuing home care will only be provided with a physician's order.
A call to Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (224-4093) is all that is necessary to start
services or make inquiries. The CRVNA office is open Monday through Friday from 7:30am to 5:00pm. A
nurse is on call for hospice and home care patients; (224-4093) 4:30pm - 7:30am daily.
Federal regulations specify a charge is applicable to all visits. Fees are scaled for the individual without
health insurance and/or who is unable to pay the full charge. However, to fee scale, federal regulations
require a financial statement be completed by the patient or responsible person. Town monies subsidize those
visits that are scaled or that no fee is collectible.
This agency is certified as a Medicare/Medicaid Provider, licensed by the State of New Hampshire,
accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) and is a member
agency of the United Way of Merrimack County.







14 Adult Bereavement Support Groups
2 Children Bereavement Support Groups
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PEMBROKE SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
PEMBROKE ACADEMY AUDITORIUM
Saturday, March 9, 1996
ABSTRACT OF MINUTES
The meeting was called to order at 10:47 A.M. by Moderator Thomas Petit. Moderator Petit announced
that this was the largest crowd ever to a school district meeting. Moderator Petit recognized John Fillmore
for his twenty-five years of service on the Budget Committee. John Fillmore stated that he agreed this was
the largest crowd. Moderator Petit announced that he had accepted the written request of five registered
voters to have a ballot vote on Article 1 . Registered voters were to check in at the door and receive a blue
registered voter card to be used when voting during this meeting. Supervisor's of the check list present were
Roland Young and Celeste Borgman with Bonnie Clark and Jane Swanson assisting. Moderator Petit
introduced the school officials, school board members, and the members of the budget committee.
The reading of the Warrant was the first order of business.
Article 1 : TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$900,000 FOR THE PURCHASE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, OTHER
TECHNOLOGY, ASSOCIATED SUPPORT MATERIALS AND TRAINING, AND TO
AUTHORIZE ISSUANCE OF NOT MORE THAN $900,000 OF BONDS OR NOTES
THEREFORE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE ACT (RSA H. 33);
TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO CONTRACT OR APPLY FOR, OBTAIN AND
ACCEPT FEDERAL, STATE, OR OTHER AID, IF ANY WHICH MAY BE AVAILABLE
FOR SAID PURCHASE AND TO COMPLY WITH ALL LAWS APPLICABLE TO SAID
PURCHASE, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO NEGOTIATE, SELL AND
DELIVER SAID BONDS AND NOTES AND TO DETERMINE THE RATE OF INTEREST
THEREON AND THE MATURITY AND OTHER TERMS THEREOF; AND FURTHER TO
AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO TAKE ANY OTHER ACTION OR TO PASS ANY
OTHER VOTE RELATIVE THERETO. (SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.
BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.)
Clint Hanson moved to accept this article. Gerry Fleury seconded.
After much discussion from the floor, Doc Carroll moved the question, Henry Monroe seconded.
Moderator Petit stated "All those in favor of moving to the question indicate by stating AYE.
All those opposed state NO." "The AYE's have it." Moderator Petit explained the voting
procedures. Registered voters with a voter card received a ballot. The ballot box would remain
open until 12:15 P.M. The school district meeting will continue.
At this time Clint Hanson made a presentation. He called Sue Seidner, a retiring member of the
Pembroke School Board to the podium. Clint recognized Sue for her "dedication to the kids of
Pembroke, her sense of humor and her ability to smile more frequently than anybody he had ever
known." He presented a gift certificate "as a token of respect and appreciation of all of her
service on behalf of the board." Sue thanked "everyone for coming out to her last meeting and
the board."
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Clint Hanson introduced John Graziano, Headmaster of Pembroke Academy for an
acknowledgment. Mr. Graziano thanked the "custodial staff for their wonderful effort in the
transition from the auditorium to the gym, an secondly he wanted everyone to be aware that the
Pembroke Academy Cheerleading Squad are the Kiwanis Club Champions this year and they
are also the Class I State Champions. This accomplishment is unique as it is their second title
in two years. We have real reason to be very, very proud of these young ladies."
Moderator Petit announced at 12:15 P.M., "Are there any other registered voters of the Town
of Pembroke that would like to vote on the bond issue?" There being no one that came forward,
Moderator Petit announced that the ballot box was closed and asked for the tellers to count to
come forward. Tellers to count were: Patricia Fair, Celeste Borgman, Jane Swanson, Corinne
Foreman, Roberta Doore, Linda Rams, Daryll Borgman, Roland Young, Charles Mitchell.
Six hundred and ninety-five ballots were cast. The results were: Five hundred and sixty-nine
(569) NO votes and one hundred and twenty-five (125) YES votes and one (1) blank.
Article a was defeated by a ballot vote.
Article 2: TO HEAR THE REPORTS OF AGENTS, AUDITORS, COMMITTEES, OR OFFICERS
CHOSEN, AND TO PASS ANY VOTE RELATING THERETO.
Moderator Petit stated that he believed that the only reports are in the town report and asked for
the consensus of the meeting. Registered voters held up their blue voter cards in support of this
article.
Article 2 was adopted by a card showing vote.
Article 3: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO
ACCEPT GIFTS AND DONATIONS FROM ANY SOURCE ON BEHALF OF THE SCHOOL
DISTRICT.
Dick Kelsea made the motion to accept this article. Roger Letendre seconded this motion.
Article 3 was adopted by a card showing vote.
Article 4: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$ 1 5,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONDUCTING ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING
STUDIES AT PEMBROKE ACADEMY. THESE STUDIES WERE RECOMMENDED IN
THE REPORT OF THE A.R.E.A. SPACE NEEDS COMMITTEE, A GROUP OF CITIZENS
REPRESENTING ALL A.R.E.A. MEMBER COMMUNITIES. (SCHOOL BOARD
RECOMMENDS APPROVAL. BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.)
Clint Hanson moved to accept this article. Gerry Fleury seconded.
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Reg Drapeau stated that he believed this item is directly related to something that was stated in
the technology task force subcommittee reports and quoted: "Spacing needs should be studied
particularly at Pembroke Academs " He continued to state that this item is tagged directly to
Article 1 and made a motion to table it until the vote is in on Article 1 . John Bates seconded.
Article 4 was tabled until the vote is in on Article 1
.
After a point of order was made by Peter Mehegan, seconded by Sharon Scheirer and clarified
b\ the district clerk. Article 4 was taken off the table (see Article 1 1 for motion and
clarification).
Gerry Fleury moved to accept Article 4. Clint Hanson seconded.
Article 4 was adopted by a card showing vote.
Article 5: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF UP
TO $20,000, FROM SURPLUS, TO BE ADDED TO THE SCHOOL BUILDING CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED. AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
USE/TRANSFER OF UP TO $20,000. FROM THE JUNE 30, 1996 FUND BALANCE FOR
THIS PURPOSE. (SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS APPROVAL. BUDGET
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.)
Clint Hanson moved to accept this article. Mike Duffy seconded.
Article 5 was adopted by a card showing vote.
Article 6: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF UP
TO $50,000, FROM SURPLUS, TO BE ADDED TO THE SPECIAL EDUCATION TRUST
FUND PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED. AND TO AUTHORIZE THE USE TRANSFER OF
UP TO $50,000 FROM THE JUNE 30, 1996 FUND BALANCE FOR THIS PURPOSE.
(SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS APPROVAL. BUDGET COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.)
Clint Hanson moved to accept this article. Gerry Fleury seconded.
Article 6 was adopted by a card show ing vote.
Article 7: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO CREATE AN EXPENDABLE GENERAL
TRUST FUND UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 198:20-c. TO BE KNOWN AS THE
MAJOR EQUIPMENT TRUST FUND FOR THE PURPOSE OF REPLACEMENT. REPAIR
OR PURCHASE OF MAJOR EQUIPMENT FOR THE SCHOOL DISTRICT. AND TO RAISE
AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF UP TO $20,000 FROM SURPLUS FOR THIS PURPOSE
AND TO AUTHORIZE THE USE/TRANSFER OF UP TO $20,000 FROM THE JUNE 30,
1996 FUND BALANCE FOR THIS PURPOSE. (SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS
APPROVAL. BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.)
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Gerry Fleury moved to accept this article. Clint Hanson seconded.
Article 7 was adopted by a card showing vote.
Article 8: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF UP
TO $5,000 FROM SURPLUS, TO SUPPORT THE EFFORTS OF THE CLAREMONT
LAWSUIT COALITION AND TO AUTHORIZE THE USE/TRANSFER OF UP TO $5,000,
FROM THE JUNE 30, 1996 FUND BALANCE FOR THIS PURPOSE. (SCHOOL BOARD
RECOMMENDS APPROVAL. BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.)
Clint Hanson moved to accept this article. Susan Seidner seconded.
Article 8 was adopted by a card showing vote.
Article 9: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE WITHDRAWAL OF $25,850
FROM THE SCHOOL BUILDING CAPITAL RESERVE FUND FOR THE PURPOSE OF
CAFETERIA ROOF REPAIR (P.A.), INTERCOM UPGRADE (VILLAGE), ELECTRICAL
UPGRADE (P.A. AUDITORIUM), PROTECTIVE GYM CAGES AND FENCING (T.R.S.)
AND ADDITIONAL STUDENT LOCKERS (P.A.). (SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS
APPROVAL. BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL.)
Gerry Fleury moved to accept this article. Clint Hanson seconded.
Article 9 was adopted by a card showing vote.
Article 10: TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE DISTRICT WILL RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR
THE SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS, FOR THE PAYMENT OF SALARIES AND BENEFITS FOR
SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICIALS AND AGENTS AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF
STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS OF THE DISTRICT.
Richard Kelsea moved that Article 10 be postponed and Article 1 1 discussion and vote precede.
Mr. Kelsea stated "we don't know how much money we will be appropriating yet." Roger
Martin seconded.
This was accepted by the voters present with a card showing vote. The voters of the Town of
Pembroke discussed and voted on Article 1 1 . At this time the results of Article 1 were in and
announced and a point of order was made to take Article 4 off the table. The voters of the Town
of Pembroke discussed and voted on Article 4.
Moderator Petit then read Article 10 as stated above and handed the meeting over to David
Freeman-Wolpert, Chairperson of the Budget Committee who was asked to present the budget.
David Freeman-Wolpert instructed the voters to turn to the blue section of the Town Report and
explained that the Budget Committee had approved $1 1,978.600 however with the defeat of
Article 1 by the voters the total the Budget committee was not presenting was $1 1,054,3 16.
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Roger Martin made a motion to amend Article 10 down to use the previous years budget and add
two and one half (2 1/2) percent bringing the total amount amended to SI 0.700.926 and
presented an amendment form with the required signatures requesting a ballot vote on this
article. Ron Clouser seconded.
After a lengthy discussion from the floor and many comments made in support and opposition
to the $353,390 amount between what has been proposed and what has been amended. The
amendment and a ballot vote for Article 10 was accepted by the voters of the Town of Pembroke
b\ a card show ing \ ote. Moderator Petit then gave instructions to the voters for the ballot vote.
Registered voters with a voter card received a ballot.
Moderator Petit read Article 10 as follows:
"THAT THE DISTRICT WILL RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF SI 0.700.926 FOR
THE SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS. FOR THE PAYMENT OF SALARIES AND BENEFITS FOR
SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICIALS AND AGENTS AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF
STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS OF THE DISTRICT."
Four hundred and sixty-four (464) ballots were cast. The results were: Two hundred and
seventy-one (271 ) YES votes and one hundred and ninety -two ( 1 92) NO votes and one ( 1 ) blank.
Tellers to count were: Patricia Fair. Celeste Borgman. Jane Swanson. Corinne Foreman. Roberta
Doore. Linda Rams. Daryll Borgman. Roland Young. Charles Mitchell. Gordon Riedesel.
Article 10 as amended was adopted by a ballot vote.
Article 11: BY PETITION. TO SEE IF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IS IN FAVOR OF LIMITING THE
AMOUNT THE PROPERTY TAX CAN INCREASE TO A MAXIMUM OF TWO AND ONE
HALF (2 1/2) PERCENT PER YEAR. FOR ANY GIVEN FISCAL YEAR.
Mark Cronis moved to accept this article. Gerry Fleury seconded.
During discussion heard regarding this article, the results of the ballot vote on Article 1 were in
and read to the voters of the Town of Pembroke (see Article 1 for results).
After much discussion from the floor a motion was made by Angie Reed to \ ote on Article 1 1
.
Keith Momberger. Sr. seconded.
Article 1 1 failed by a card showing vote.
Moderator Petit stated we would now go to Article 10. A point of order was made by Peter
Mehegan that Article 4 had been tabled until the ballot results were in on Article 1 and the
results had just been made public. Peter Mehegan made a motion to take Article 4 off the table.
Sharon Scheirer seconded. (See Article 4 for results.)
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Article 12: TO CHOOSE AGENTS AND COMMITTEES IN RELATION TO ANY SUBJECTS
EMBRACED IN THE DISTRICT.
This article was passed over as there was not action needed.
Article 13: TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE SAID
MEETING.
Gerry Fleury invited all present to the next scheduled School Board meeting on Tuesday, March
12, 1996 at 7:00 P.M. to be held at Pembroke Academy.
Clint Hanson thanked the National Honor Society and Ms. Jeannie Johnson for the baby-sitting
service they provided for the voters at today's meeting.





















































































For the Year June 30, 1996
FUND EQUITY-July 1, 1995 $145,089 74
REVENUES FROM LOCAL SOURCES
Current Appropriation 5,5 1 1 ,568.00
TUITION
Pupils, Parents & Others 2,710,075.84
SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION
Other LEA's Within New Hampshire 223,472.39
OTHER LOCAL REVENUES




Contribution & Donations 300.00
LEAS within New Hampshire 8,088.87















REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
Direct Federal Aid
Elementary/Secondary - Chapter 2
Child Nutrition Programs
FUND TRANSFERS
Transfer From General Fund





















REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE





















Sale of Bonds or Notes
Transfer from Capital Reserve Fund
Tuition
Earned on Investments
Pupil Activities - Special Education Aides
Rentals/Transportation/Misc.
Lunch Sales
Total School Revenues & Credits
District Assessment





















BRENT W. WASHBURN, CPA
Route 9, Box 228
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Telephone (603) 224-6133
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL
STRUCTURE BASED ON AN AUDIT OF GENERAL PURPOSE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
The School Board
Pembroke School District
Pembroke, New Hampshire 03275
I have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Pembroke School District as of and for the year
ended June 30, 1996, and have issued my report thereon dated December 20, 1996.
I conducted my audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that I plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are
free of material misstatements.
The management of Pembroke School District is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal
control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgements by management are required to
assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies and procedures. The
objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute
assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions
are executed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation
of general purpose financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Because
of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and
not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that
procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design
and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
In planning and performing my audit of the general purpose financial statements of Pembroke School
District, for the year ended June 30, 1996, 1 obtained an understanding of the internal control structure. With
respect to the internal control structure, I obtained an understanding of the design of relevant policies and
procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and I assessed control risk in order to determine
my placed in operation, and I assessed control risk in order to determine my auditing procedures for the
purpose of expressing my opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide an opinion
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I noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that I consider to be
reportable conditions under standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Reportable conditions involve matters coming to my attention relating to significant deficiencies in the
design or operation of the internal control structure that, in my judgement, could adversely affect the entity's
abilit) to record, process summarize and report financial data consistent with the assertions of management
in the general purpose financial statements.
The reportable conditions noted are as follow v
1
.
Inventory of Fixed Assets
Criteria: Inventory of fixed assets represents a significant control tool in monitoring the School District
assets and is essential to prepare reliable financial statements.
Condition: The School District does not have a schedule of assets controlled by the School District.
Schedules of assets purchased by federal grants has been maintained.
Cause: The normal practice of governmental units in New Hampshire has been to expense the fixed asset
as purchase, and not to maintain any detail schedule of assets in use.
Recommendation: The District cause an inventory of these assets as soon as practical. The existence of
fixed asset records will not only aid district of finials in their control of these assets, but should be
an invaluable tool in long range planning. General accepted accounting principles require fixed asset
reporting as part of the general purpose financial statements and the audit opinion is being qualified
due to the omission of this schedule.
Management Response: Feasibility of new computer software for fixed asset reporting is being
investigated. A review of the capabilities of a system currently being operated by the NH School
Board Insurance Trust is underway.
2. Unsecured Cash
Criteria: The internal control procedures are designed to safeguard the assets of the School District.
Condition: The bank balance as per the bank statements was consistently over the amount insured by
federal bank deposit insurance. At one point during the year the balance reached $866,053.
Cause: The need for manageable request from the town for the money appropriated results in large
deposits.
Recommendation: The cash flow be analyzed to insure that the cash balance is maintained at its lowest
possible amount. The School Board should try to negotiate an arrangement with the banking
institution, thereby the amount above the insurance would be collateralized with bank assets.
Management Response: Several col lateralization agreements have been presented to the school district's
attorneys, however we have not vet found one that they will approve to secure district funds. The
treasurer is monitoring cash needs and moving funds between accounts to meet obligations, but still
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3. District Assessment
Criteria: The collection of the district assessment is a major source of revenue for the school district and
is controlled by state law.
Condition: At the school district meeting a deficit appropriation of $73,000 was voted. The full district
assessment was not collected from the Town.
Cause: The school district did not request the deficit appropriation from the Town.
Recommendation: The full district assessment be collected, and any surplus be returned to the Town.
Management Response: The district determined prior to the end of fiscal year 96 that anticipated deficit
appropriation funds would not be necessary. Therefore, the district did not request the deficit
appropriation funds be forwarded from the town. We will follow the auditor's recommended
procedure if similar circumstances occur in the future.
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of the specific internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts
that would be material in relation to the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and
not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions.
My consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal
control structure that might be reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all
reportable conditions that are also considered to be material weakness as defined above. However, I believe
none of the reportable conditions described above is a material weakness.
I also have discussion about other matters involving procedures associated with internal control structure
and its operation that have not been reported to management, but they were designed to assist management
in making decisions on improvements to the system of internal control. It was noted that the internal control
system showed an improvement over the previous years.
This report is intended for the information of management, the School Board, the cognizant audit agency,
and other federal audit agencies. This restriction of not intended to limit the distribution of this report, which
is a matter of public record.
I extend my thanks to the officials and employees of the Pembroke School District for their assistance during









Original F<ibruarv . 1985 Hill School Addition ($1,845,000)





















2006/07 (F inal) 260.000 8.970
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STATISTICAL REPORT FOR PEMBROKE
1995/96
Elementary Secondary Total
Half Days in Session 360 360
Enrollment 997 879 1876
Percent of Attendance 96.1 91.9 94.1









ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'S BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR'S
SALARY 1995-96 SALARY 1995-96
Mlenstown $8,570 Allenstown $ 7.680
Chichester 5,398 Chichester 4.837
Deerfield 10,128 Deerfield 9.076
Epsom 9,238 Epsom 8.278
Pembroke 22.316 Pembroke 19.998
$55,650 $49,869
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1995 to June 30. 1966
CASH ON HAND JULY 1, 1995 ($2,889.57
Received from Selectmen
Revenue from State Sources
Received from Tuitions (includes transportation)







Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid







SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS REPORT
(My report this year is a revision ofone written earlierfor the Pembroke Municipal Xewslelter . which
some in the community did not have the opportunity to receive and read.
j
Ifyour experience is similar to most peoples' nationwide, you attended school in a community in which
the superintendent's office was an integral and accepted part of the local public school system. Here in New
Hampshire, however, a somewhat different model - the school administrative unit, or SAU - was established
some years ago in an effort to maximize efficiency and reduce costs.
While large school systems in our state, like Concord, generally support their own superintendent's
office and some smaller communities, like Bow and Hopkinton, have also chosen to fund exclusive central
office services, about sixty percent of New Hampshire's superintendents still represent multiple school
districts. This multi-district structure often makes it difficult for residents to think of the superintendent as
a part of their school system and to recognize the services and responsibilities of the central office. Given
this background. I felt that it would be helpful to share some information about SAU #53 with you in an
effort to promote a better understanding of who we are and what we do.
Along with Pembroke, SAU #53 serves the independent school districts of Allenstown, Chichester.
Deerfield and Epsom, each of which has completely separate budgets, instructional programs and priorities,
employee contracts, policies and goals. Currently we oversee budgets and various grants totalling over
S25.000.000 per year and a work force of over 500 facult} and support personnel. The nine school buildings
in SAU #53 enroll about 3600 students.
There are currently 69 SAU's in New Hampshire ranging in size from one to eight districts and from 600
to I 5.000 students. Of these, SAU #53 is the 6th largest in terms of member districts (top 10%) and 17th
largest in student population (top 25%). It might be noted that many SAU's that are larger than ours are
single district central offices which may deal with more students and personnel but generally with only one
budget, one set of policies and procedures, one set of goals and expectations and one teacher contract.
By statute, the operating expenses of a multi-district SAU are shared among its members based upon a
state-mandated formula which considers each district's enrollment and property valuation. Our budget is
developed yearly by the combined school boards of the SAU and acted upon following several public
meetings and a formal public hearing.
SAU #53 strives to provide services in a fiscally responsible manner. During all but one of the last six
\ears our operating budget has risen less than 3% annually, and for 1997/98 it has decreased slightly. In
several studies of comparable SAU's by the University ofNew Hampshire's Center for Educational Field
Services, SAU #53 has consistently had the lowest costs of all districts surveyed. The most recent study of
SAU costs conducted by the New Hampshire Department of Education placed us well into the bottom third
of all multi-district SAU's state-wide.
Some of SAU #53 's responsibilities to the Pembroke School District include:
fiscal and business management . personnel management, benefit administration
labor negotiations and grievances . state and federal compliance and reporting
grant writing and management . oversight of curriculum, long-range planning
special education oversight . employee certification and staff development
legal matters, policy development . school board meetings, directives and decisions
student discipline hearings and appeals . facilities planning, construction, and maintenance
oversight of day-to-day school operations . consultation with principals and teachers
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I hope that this overview has provided you with a better understanding of SAU #53. Our office, located
adjacent to Pembroke Academy in Pembroke, is staffed largely by people who reside in the communities we
serve. Our goal is to provide accurate, helpful and cost-effective services which support our schools and
communities and help them to offer the best possible educational opportunities for children. Please don't





PEMBROKE ACADEMY HEADMASTERS REPORT
I et me begin bv saying how pleased and pri\ ileged I feel to be serving as your new Headmaster. Its
hard to believe that a year and a half has passed since I began my tenure at Pembroke Academy. This
adventure has been full of excitement, challenges and hope. Rich with pride, tradition and renewed spirit
and energy, Pembroke Academy is a good school well on its wa> to becoming an excellent one.
I he 1996 spirit squad coached by Beth McFall deserve special recognition. Not onlv was the team the
Kiwanis Club champion but also the Class I State Champion for an unprecedented two consecutive years.
This achievement was highlighted by the crowning of Megan Moody as the 1996 Individual Spirit
Champion. Also, the Class of 1996. under the leadership of Corinne Foreman and Beth McFall. have earned
our admiration for organizing one of the most elegant graduation ceremonies in Pembroke Academ
history. Words cannot fully describe mv appreciation to the faculty for proudly donning their caps and
gowns in honor of the graduates and this find institution.
The 1996/97 school year began with a bang. The faculty put on a cookout for the students on the first
dav of school to kick off the school year and our theme "Seeking Connections - The Path to High
Expectations." Let me highlight a few of the connections we are making:
P. A. Senate - Faculty and students are working together to have a voice and interest in the democratic
functions of school life.
Homeroom Teams - Each faculty member is part of a homeroom team representing each grade level, with
the goal of getting to know students better.
Progress Reports - Even parent guardian will now receive a quarterly report of their sons" daughters"
progress.
Community Volunteers - Groups like the Friends of Pembroke, the Technology Task Force and many
others are working diligently to bring computers and other related technology to Pembroke Academy.
Parent Volunteers - The Pembroke Academy v olunteer program has 7 volunteers who are tutoring students
and prov iding ongoing clerical support. (If interested, please call 485-7881.)
Connecting Classroom and Community - The Pembroke partnership receiv ed a school-to-work grant in
March of 1996. The Pembroke partnership includes A.R.E.A. school districts, business and communitv
representatives, the New Hampshire Technical Institute, and Brandeis University. Creating a working
relationship among all levels of the educational community and the business communitv provides students
with the connection between what is taught and career opportunities.
Peer Mediation - Ov er 30 students and faculty have been trained to resolv e disputes peacefully in an attempt
to also improve communication and the overall school climate.
We are extremely proud to celebrate the academic achievements of three students: Adam Sanborn.
Marlena Smith and Nick Smith. They represent the top 2% of the students in the countrv by being named
as National Merit Scholarship Semifinalists.
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We are pleased with the addition of several new faculty members:
Rich Pickering has been hired to replace Ron Rush as our Director of Administration.
Brian Gridley has been hired to replace Rich Pickering as our Physical Education teacher.
April Scharding has been hired as our new mathematics teacher.
Linda Colgan has been hired as our new guidance counselor.
Debra Duford has been hired to replace Chris Shanalaris as our OAP/JAGS instructor.
Sabrina Florez has been hired to replace John Munroe as our Spanish teacher.
Deborah Buchholtz has been hired to replace Alysson Parker in our English Department.
I envision for Pembroke Academy an integrated, cohesive "community of learning" where students and
teachers make interpersonal and interdisciplinary connections. The result will be a student-centered
atmosphere characterized by meaningful, relevant, consistent, fun and challenging learning expectations and
activities for all.
I see the goal being that discussions, decisions and actions of the institution shall focus on "what's in the
best interest of students." Obviously, we cannot make everybody happy or give people everything they want.
However, we will be better able to meet the needs of our students when we focus on what's in their best
interest.
The challenges ahead will take time. The struggle will continue to be difficult. However, when we work
together in students' best interest, we can accomplish almost anything. Again, I continue to look forward




PEMBROKE THREE RIVERS SCHOOL PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
Congratulations to all volunteers. For the second year in a row, Three Rivers School has qualified to
receive the Blue Ribbon Award from the State. We had over 3,000 volunteer hours this past year. Main
parent and community volunteers worked on committees, assisted in classrooms, chaperoned field trips.
offered mini courses, and assisted in a variety of other ways. Volunteering not only benefits the students but
volunteers also get to see what the school program is like. I know that having man\ volunteers in the school
helps communication between the school and community. I encourage anyone who would like to volunteer
to call the school.
The academic program at Three Rivers focuses on the basics and strives to integrate the various subject
areas as much as possible. I am always impressed with the variety of topics being offered to students and
the high quality of teaching that occurs. We have a very diverse group of students with varying knowledge
and ability levels. Teachers work hard to meet the needs of all students. It is also very evident that the staff
enjoys working with young adolescents. As parents of young adolescents know, their needs can be very
special. Staff works to maintain high academic standards in a caring and supportive atmosphere.
Our advisor/advisee system helps staff to maintain close contact with the needs of students. Each teacher
has a group of students as his/her advisees. During a brief homeroom period in the morning and a longer
period at the end of the day teachers meet with their advisees. Advisors also meet with the parents of their
advisees twice a year for conferences.
We are continuing to work on several initiatives to better clarify what we expect students to know . Over
the summer teacher committees worked on defining graduation standards for social studies and math. In the
next few months, parents and community members will be asked for their input on these standards. Last year
standards in science and language arts were established. By the end of this school year we will have in place
graduation standards for the four major academic areas. A committee is also currently working to set
academic standards for students completing eighth grade. They are using the graduation standards as a base.
A major basis for establishing standards has been the state curriculum frameworks. The state
frameworks sets the content for the State Assessments that are now given at grades 3, 6. 10. The State
Assessment tests were given to sixth graders for the first time this year. Students were tested in language
arts, math, science, and social studies. Teachers are analyzing the tests to see how the material on the test
compares to our curriculum.
Eliminating programs this year due to large budget cuts was very difficult. The music program was
entirely eliminated, and this destroyed an important part of our school program. It is important to the school
to provide a variety of opportunities for young adolescents. We always have many students interested in
learning to play a musical instrument and perform in musical groups. It is also important for students to have
an appreciation for the arts. The basic knowledge students receive in the arts is often their only exposure
and helps them to enjoy artistic works and programs. Being able to understand and appreciate a variety of
types of music as part of the arts enriches everyone's lives.
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The peer mediation program, under the direction of our guidance director, has continued to be successful.
Peer mediation is a conflict resolution approach where students in conflict have the chance to sit fact to face
to talk uninterrupted. This ensures that both sides of the dispute are heard. A trained peer mediator is an
outside third party who leads the mediation process without taking sides. Mediators work in pairs and each
mediation is scheduled by trained staff who are also available to "debrief students after the mediation.
Additional student mediators were trained this year to add to the initial group from last year. We have found
that young adolescents have many conflicts that can be resolved through a mediation process.
A variety of extracurricular clubs, sports, intramurals, and other activities are very popular with students.
The art club continues to be filled to capacity. Two productions by the drama club provided an activity for
many students. Intramural golf, tennis, cross country skiing, and basketball fills to capacity. Our
"homework club" meets before school and enables students to access the library and computers, as well as
receive assistance by staff. Interscholastic sports provides a competitive outlet for athletes.
Each year staff and volunteers offer exploratory activities for students. This year the activities are being
offered for an afternoon each quarter. Students have the opportunity to participate in such activities as
mountain biking, leather work, ceramics, candle making, crafts, juggling, jazz dancing, etc. A total of
twenty-six activities were offered each quarter. A number of activities also enabled students to go to the Hill
and Village Schools and read and work with younger students, to assist the community through offering their
assistance to neighbors of the school, and to travel to nursing homes to work with the elderly.
The Friends of Music has worked to provide some opportunities for students in music. A newly formed
athletic boosters club has focused efforts on improving the playing fields. The Pembroke Action League for
School provides support in a variety of ways. This year we had a parent information group that met and
shared their thoughts on their children's experiences at Three Rivers. The efforts of these groups are greatly
appreciated.
Each day I have the opportunity to see students being successful and growing intellectually, socially, and
physically. It is amazing to see how much students progress in their four years at Three Rivers. I welcome





PEMBROKE HILL/VILLAGE SCHOOLS PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
The 1 995/96 school year opened with Mrs. Sandie Sterling as the new assistant principal at the Village
School. Ms. Poznanski, who had taken the position the previous year as an interim position, returned to the
classroom in a special education position. Mrs. Sterling previously taught in the Plymouth area and came
to us with many years of experience. She has a special education background and a keen interest in
computers.
One of the professional highlights of the school year was a two day district-wide conference held at
Three Rivers for our staff. At the conference we had presenters who gave sessions on how to have teams
work more effectively, more effective use of time and creative schedules, and how to improve instruction
in the classroom. We had several high quality speakers who provided intense, energizing ideas for the staff.
Among the presenters was Mr. Ron Martin, an educator from New Zealand. New Zealand has one of the
highest literacy rates in the world and we had the opportunity to hear first hand some of the practices and
ideas that they use to accomplish this in their country. Mr. Martin was in Canada on business and thanks to
Allen Zipke, the principal at Three Rivers, he came to spend a few days with us.
The Hill and Village Schools again received the State's Blue Ribbon Award for volunteerism. To
receive this award a school must document volunteer hours that equate to several times the number of
students in the school. Volunteers are a vital part of our school and we would like to take this opportunity
to thank everyone who again made these awards possible. In the spring of the year the teams at each school
went through their first review by the District Team. This was a new process for all of us. The District Team
is a team comprised of staff and administrators from each of our buildings. One of their charges as a team
is to review the work and effectiveness of the instructional teams in each building. This is another outgrowth
of our strategic plan and we see this as a vehicle which will lead to improved instruction in the classrooms.
This year we continued to provide a number of educational programs and opportunities for our students
beyond regular classroom instruction. The Wee Deliver program, the trips to the Montshire Museum, to
Odiorne, and to the State House are a few of the ways we try to offer our students a well rounded program.
We also held book fairs at both buildings as part of our ongoing efforts to have reading become an integral
part of every child's life. By the time this report reaches you will have received the results of the third
grade assessment which was given in spring of 1996. This will be our third year in the assessment program
and we will now have enough information to help us make informed decisions on how to strengthen our
programs.
At the end of the school year Mrs. Nancy Beaudry, a third grade teacher at the Hill School, made the
decision to retire. Mrs. Beaudry had been with the Pembroke School over twenty years. She will be missed
and we thank her for her many years of service and dedication to the district. We would like to thank all
of the staff at the SAU office and the school board for their support. We would also like to thank all the
teaching staff and all of the support staff at both our buildings, office help, kitchen employees, bus drivers,
paraprofessionals and custodians. Each one goes above and beyond in their efforts to help our students each
day.
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Medications: scheduled & prn
Faculty Health Office Visits




Professional Committee Participation: Discipline,
School Nurse Assoc, Procedures, Staff Development,
Inservices/Conferences
Medical/Interagencies/Community Collaboration
































































JoAnn V. Lytle, R.N., BSN, BSEd
School Nurse-Health Teacher
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Total Visits to Health Office
Free Reduced Meal Program
Special Education: Student assist, team, team mtg.. IEP
Health Education Promotion: Staff
Professional Committee Participation: Rand Trust. School
School Nurse Asso.. Procedures and Protocals. Discipline
Classroom Teaching Presentations (Science and Health)
Continuing Education Workshops (not school sponsored)
Inter-Agency Collaboration
Supervision of UNH Student Nurse: Meetings with Parents/
Teachers Physical Therapist: Assist with Workshops--
Div ersitv Da\s. Jumprope 4 Heart. Wheelchair Race:













SCREENING RECHECK REFERRED TREATED
Vision 470 58 38 11 -known
Hearing 470 21 1 1
Height 470
Weight 470
Scoliosis 465 41 23
Sport Physicals 9
Dental Program 16 3
Blood Pressure 191














Beth Corcoran. R.N.BSN. School Nurse
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Vision 281 24 17




Blood Pressure Check 25







ADHD student group (3 groups) 40 students




Vision 185 15 7
Hearing 200 39 14
Impedance 185 56 23
Scalp 203 6
Dental 13 4
Blood Pressure Check 6









Mary Rosenthall, School Nurse
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Linwood E. Marden, Jr.

























































































































THREE RIVERS SCHOOL 1996 GRADUATES













































































































STEP BA BA+15 MA MA+16
1 20,503 21,416 24,056 24,817
2 20,988 21,923 24,624 25,404
3 21,715 22,650 25,352 26,131
4 22,442 23,378 26,079 26,858
5 23,170 24,105 26,806 27,585
6 23,897 24,832 27,534 28,313
7 24,624 25,559 28,261 29,040
8 26,136 27,071 29,778 30,552
9 27,836 28,771 31,473 32,252
10 29,536 30,471 33,173 33,952
11 31,236 32,171 34,873 35,652
12 32,936 33,871 36,573 37,352
13 34,495 35,430 38,131 38,911
SCHOOL EMPLOYEE SALARY RANGES
Secretaries $ 8.20/hr.-$11.53/hr.
Teacher Aides $ 6.40/hr.-$10.06/hr.
Bus Drivers $10.48/hr.-$12.71/hr.
Custodians $ 6.49/hr.-$13.15/hr.
Lunch Program $ 5.50/hr.-$11.63/hr.
SCHOOL OFFICERS SALARIES
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
















The Pembroke School District meeting of Tuesday, March 12, 1996 was called to order
by Moderator Thomas Petit at 1 1:00 AM at the Pembroke Village School on High Street.
The Moderator read the warrant and asked for a motion. Charlie Mitchell made the
motion to open the polls and Roland Young seconded the motion. The polls were
declared open until 7:00 PM for the purpose of electing two school board members and
the school district officers. The checklist was used with the following checklist
supervisors and assistants attending: Roland Young, Celeste Borgman, Bonnie Clark,
Florence Woods, Terry Cournoyer, Paula Kudrick, Charlie Mitchell, Daryl Borgman,
Reed Parmenter, and Gerald Belanger.
1
.
TO CHOOSE A MODERATOR FOR THE ENSUING YEAR
Thomas E. Petit - 809 (elected)
2. TO CHOOSE A CLERK FOR THE ENSUING YEAR
Cynthia E. Menard - 788 (elected)
3 TO CHOOSE A TREASURER FOR THE ENSUING YEAR
Peggy Topliff- 788 (elected)
4 TO CHOOSE TWO MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL BOARD FOR THE ENSUING
THREE YEARS
Therese McCarthy - 417 (elected)
Clinton A. Hanson Jr. - 390 (elected)
The polls were closed at 7:00 PM with 902 regular ballots cast and 62 absentee ballots
cast. Tellers to count were: Roland Young, Celeste Borgman, Bonnie Clark, Florence
Woods, Terry Cournoyer, Paula Kudrick, Charlie Mitchell, Daryl Borgman, Reed





The School District Clerk received a letter on March 13, 1996 requesting a recount of
the school district votes tallied for School Board ballot candidate Clinton A Hanson Jr
and write-in candidate Ronald Clouser In accordance with NH RSA 699:30 and NH
RSA 671:32 a recount was held on March 19, 1996 at 7:00 PM in the library at Pembroke
Academy High School Moderator, Thomas E Petit and School District Clerk, Cynthia E.
Menard conducted the recount Those present were: Roland Young, James Goff, Ronald
Clouser, Gerald Belanger, Charles Mitchell, Therese McCarthy, Ryland Weisiger, Daryl
Borgman, and Gerald Fleury.
Results of the recount were:
Clinton A Hanson Jr. - 394 votes (elected)




1996 Employee Service Awards
(l-r) Michael Toepfer, 5 years; David Stack, 10 years; Johnathan Stack,
Nancy Clifford, 10 years; Bradley Robertson, 10 years;
Henry Malo, 20 years; John Freeman, 5 years.
(Not pictured) Brian Lemoine, 15 years; Charles Schmidt, 10 years;
Darrell Amell, 10 years; Emile Lacerte, 5 years.
Depa rtment Addresses & Phone Numbers
DEPARTMENT ADDRESS PHONE NUMBER
TOWN HALL 3 1 1 Pembroke Street 485-4747
E-mail: townhall@pembroke-nh.com






Planning and Land Use Department
AMBULANCE Central Street EMERGENCY -911
Tri-Town Volunteer
COMMUNITY ACTION 155 Main Street 485-7824
PROGRAM
FIRE DEPARTMENT 247 Pembroke Street EMERGENCY -911
all other -485-3621
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 8 Exchange Street 485-4422
LIBRARY 261 Pembroke Street 485-7851
POLICE DEPARTMENT 4 Union Street EMERGENCY -911
all other -485-9173
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Superintendent 267 Pembroke Street 485-5187 & 485-5188
Pembroke Academy 209 Academy Road 485-7881
Three Rivers School Academy Road 485-9539
Hill School 300 Belanger Drive 485-9000
Village School High Street 485-1807
SEWER DEPARTMENT 3 1 1 Pembroke Street EMERGENCY - 485-5600
Billing & Service - 485-8658
WATER WORKS 212 Main Street 485-3362
WELFARE DEPARTMENT 31 1 Pembroke Street 485-2883
